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Men’s Ice Hockey splits weekend with Northeastern
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International Dance Festival highlights diversity
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Opinion

Students must realize the power of their political voice

A6

Student-run political journal releases first issue
Kyle Hadyniak
Staff Writer
The first issue of The
Cohen Journal, a new
University of Maine student-run political journal,
was published on Feb. 16,
2015.
Designed as a forum
for the UMaine community on American domestic
and foreign policy topics,
The Cohen Journal is published by UMaine’s Cohen
Institute for Leadership
and Public Service.
“The journal promotes
and highlights the quality student research found
at Maine’s flagship institution for research and
higher learning,” Cohen
Research Associate Darren Reid said. “When the
first issue was finally published, I felt a mixture of
pride, relief, apprehension, and excitement.”
As the Cohen Institute’s first research associate, Reid wrote the journal’s proposal 10 months
ago, and has since worked
closely with the project. In
summer 2014, he recruited
the journal’s Faculty Advisory Committee, which
contains Political Science,
International Affairs, En-

Darren Reid is both the founder and editor-in-chief of The Cohen Journal.

glish and Honors College
staff. A student editorial
board was convened last
semester, that immediately began soliciting submissions.

“I think the workload
of students has a lot to do
with it,” Reid said on why
there hadn’t been a dedicated political journal before. “I was able to devote

Aubrie Howard, Staff Photographer

a lot more time developing
this project, over a longer
period, which I think has
benefited the final project.”
Since The Cohen Jour-

nal is a student-based,
peer-review
academic
journal, submissions are
solicited from any UMaine student. These submissions’ relevance to

the journal are judged,
then assigned to an editorial board member who
sought out the expertise of
See Cohen on A4

UMaine Business Challenge
UMaine
expands to include public investigating
and private Maine schools data breach
affecting
more than
900 students
Lauren Abbate
News Editor

The UMaine Business Challenge provides student entreprenuers with the opportunity to
access monetary and networking resources.

Kyle Hadyniak
Staff Writer
Formally reserved for
University of Maine students, the UMaine Business
Challenge (UBC) is now
accessible to any student in
Maine’s higher education
schools, the event’s organizers announced Feb. 9,
2015.
Now in its third year,
the challenge tasks students
with pitching their own
business ideas, then developing a presentation for a
panel of judges. Cash prizes
Tuesday
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and services are awarded.
“If you are in the competition, it helps business owners think about what direction their company should
head in,” UBC mentor Jesse Moriarity said. “Instead
of just sitting on an idea, it
can help you along the process, which is invaluable for
younger business owners.”
As a mentor, Moriarity
helps students with writing
executive summaries, letters of intent, pitch presentations and the like.
The UBC was started in
2010 by four UMaine alumWednesday
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ni, with the intention to provide financial and strategic
support for collegiate entrepreneurs.
“Although the competition is called the “UMaine Business Challenge” it
was always our intention
to open to competition to
all of Maine’s students,”
UBC Founder and Advisory Board Member James
Morin said in a statement.
“Our two main goals have
never changed: support collegiate entrepreneurs and
help contribute to Maine’s
economic growth. Opening
Thursday
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up the competition helps us
accomplish both of those.”
Businesses eligible for
entry in the competition
must be headquartered in
Maine, with preference going to those that service
Maine’s economic landscape or present an innovative product or service.
“Business owners can
get a lot of feedback from
the competition’s judges, and the prizes that are
awarded are certainly helpful. It’s not just the money
See Business on A3
Friday
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A University of Maine
data breach has the potential to expose the
personal information of
more than 900 past and
present UMaine students,
the university announced
Wednesday. The breach
was discovered when a
faculty laptop and media
card were reported stolen.
According to UMaine
spokeswoman
Margaret Nagle, the laptop and
media card were stolen
from the checked bag of a
faculty member traveling
from Seattle to Boston on
Feb. 10. When the faculty member discovered
the laptop was missing,
the theft was immediately reported to the airline
and Massachusetts State
Police.
Students
potentially
affected by the breach
were all enrolled in physics courses at UMaine
dating back to 1999.
In total, the student
records of 941 students
were on the laptop and
media card, containing
addresses, phone numbers, email addresses,
course information and
grade data. Six hundred
Saturday
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and four of these records
contained the Social Security numbers (SSNs)
of students enrolled from
1999 to 2007, when the
university was still using
SSNs as student identification numbers, Nagle
said. The remaining 337
records did not contain
SSNs.
As required by Maine’s
“Notice of Risk to Personal Data Act,” The University of Maine System
General Counsel has notified the state’s attorney
general’s office of the
data breach.
As Feb. 18 there has
been no indication that
the information has been
used.
UMaine officials are
working with the information security company Experian Information
Solutions to control the
breach. Students whose
SSNs were exposed will
be offered one free year
of identity protection
from Experian, including
credit monitoring, alerts
regarding credit changes
and identity theft insurance.
Nagle says that affected students will be notified by Experian within
the next two weeks.
Sunday
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Former Senatorial
candidate
Sheena Bellows
visits UMaine

Campus republicans
host interactive forum
aimed at politically
engaging young voters

Abby Bennett (Left), Eric Brakey (Middle), and Alex
Willette (Right) attended the forum.

Samuel Shepherd
Contributor
The Maine Republican
Party’s youth initiative, Generation 207, hailed the party’s commitment to young
voters at a forum in the University of Maine’s Memorial
Union on Thursday.
The “Ask Me (Almost)
Anything” interactive forum
allowed audience members
to converse with young leaders in the Maine Republican
Party in person and on Twitter by including #Gen207 in
their tweets.
A group of roughly 40
people — ranging from college age to the elderly — atFormer Maine candidate for US Senates hosts political
discussion on campus.

Amanda Clark
Contributor
Former democratic candidate for U.S. Senate,
Shenna Bellows, became
part of the political discussion on Tuesday, Feb. 17
in the Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union.
“She Talks” was moderated by Professor Amy
Fried and was co-sponsored
by the Women’s Gender and
Sexuality Studies Program
as well as the Maine Women’s Lobby. The event was
presented as an informal
discussion about Bellows
campaign and the politics in
Maine.
Bellows was the democratic candidate for one of
Maine’s U.S. Senate seats in
the 2014 election, but was
defeated by veteran incumbent Republican Senator Susan Collins. Her candidacy
was launched on Oct. 23,
2013 as she began walking
350 miles across the state
of Maine in a “grassroots”
campaign to speak directly to members of Maine’s
community.
She is a former non-profit executive director with
the American Civil Liberties Union, which aims to
preserve the rights of every
individual in the country by
the Constitution and laws of
the United States.
During the discussion,
Bellows explained the difficulties she faced being a first
time candidate, and encouraged the participants of the
discussion to get involved
with their communities.

“If you think you have
any interest in running for
office, you should,” Bellows
said. “We need more people
of good conscience to get
involved civically in our
politics. The only way we
can change our politics to
make it reflect our community values is if good people
get involved.”
When Fried asked how
Bellows trained for her
campaign, Bellows said
she doesn’t believe there
is anything that can train
someone running for office,
admitting that it was inevitable to avoid mistakes in
the all-consuming campaign
process.
Morgan Cates, a fourthyear business student who
attended the discussion, followed Bellow’s campaign
closely.
“It is not everyday you
see someone seriously running against Susan Collins.
Regardless of what you
think of either of their politics, a fair democracy sees
a legitimate candidate going up against every single
candidate, and she did that.
Whether you think she was
an outstanding candidate or
the weaker candidate, she
ran for the right reasons. I
attended that talk to hear
what she had to say,” Cates
said.
Mazie Hough, Assistant
Professor of History and
Women’s Studies at UMaine, like Bellows, encourages students to get involved
with their communities.
“A young women activist talking about how an
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individual can and should,
become politically active,
is extremely important,”
Hough said. “Women are
underrepresented in national
and local politics… For way
too long have the decisions
of women’s jobs, opportunities, and bodies been decided by men. It is very important that women run for
office and have role models
such as Shenna Bellows.”
The idea for the talk
came from a discussion between Hough and Elizabeth
Johns, member of the Maine
Women’s Lobby, about the
need to share information
concerning ideas and activism in Maine and around the
country.
Though the Bangor
Room was filled for the
discussion, only a handful
of students made up the
audience. Students getting
involved with local politics
gives them the opportunity to understand the wide
range of activism that they
could participate in, Hough
says. “If a person believes
that they can change the future for Maine and the United States, they may then pay
closer attention to what is
happening with their government.”
Fried added that it’s a loss
for students when they do
not take advantage of guest
speakers coming to campus,
whether they’re political
speakers or not. “One of the
great things about being in
a university is you have really interesting people from
around the country coming
to speak,” Fried said.

Josh Quinit, Staff Photographer

tended the event, where the
main talking point was the
party’s diversity, saying that
people of all races and ages
were welcome in the party.
“The Republican Party has a great message, and
there are a lot of youth that
feel the same way,” Lee
Jackson, a University of
Maine student who chairs
Penobscot County Republican Committee, said.
One of the event’s three
panelists, state Sen. Eric
Brakey, R-Auburn, said he
thinks the party’s message
of “freedom and liberty”
will resonate with teens and
young adults.
“The Republican Party

is becoming the party who
is bringing the fresh ideas,”
Brakey said, “[I]deas of personal freedom and I think
they find that appealing.”
Nationally, Republicans
had a good 2014, taking a
majority in the U.S. Senate
and widening their edge over
Democrats in the House of
Representatives.
Maine was no different
as Voters in Maine’s Second
District elected U.S. Rep.
Bruce Poliquin, giving the
district its first Republican
representative since 1995,
with Gov. Paul LePage winning re-election.
See AMA on A3
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Students attend Real Food
Challenge training retreat at
Bard College, plan to take
‘Real Food’ to UMaine

RFC members champion sustainable, local and fair-traded food.

Chase Brunton
Staff Writer
Last weekend, three
UMaine students travelled
to Bard College in New York
for a “Real Food Challenge”
(RFC) retreat, where they
received training to spread
“Real Food”— food that is
sustainable, fair-traded and/
or local — to UMaine.
The students, Ashley Thibeault, Audrey Cross and
Dmitri Onishchuk, are part
of a campus branch of RFC
called “Real Food Challenge
UMaine”.
The three students carpooled to Bard with RFC
members from University
of Maine Farmington. At
the retreat, the students received training and shared
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ideas with other schools
from the Northeast to bring
the RFC campaign to their
own schools. The retreat
lasted the weekend, and was
attended by about 50 students from 15 colleges in the
northeast.
“I learned a lot and I’m
excited to learn more, and
apply my knowledge to making real change,” Onishchuk,
a sophomore in Engineering
who has become involved in
the group this semester, said.
The organization Real
Food Challenge (RFC) represents a national campaign
to push colleges to purchase
more fairly-traded, humanely raised, ecologically
sound, and/or community-based sources, which they
call “real food”. The goal

Courtesy of Real Food Challenge UMaine

is to have as many colleges
as possible sign a document
saying they will commit to
the goal of investing 20 percent of their dining funds
toward food that meets that
criteria.
After attending the retreat, the UMaine group is
eager to continue to work
towards implementing more
“real food” at UMaine. Currently, they are working on
organizing, speaking with
students and administrators, and increasing student
awareness and involvement.
The group’s biggest goal is
to convince President Susan
Hunter to sign the commitment this year, which would
coincide with the University’s 150th anniversary as a
Land Grant institution.

“It would make the University look great if on the
100th anniversary of the land
grant, we signed this commitment embracing our roots
and also looking forward to
our future,” Cross said.
The group has spoken to
many faculty and administrators about their cause,
allegedly receiving support
from people in UMaine dining services, the Climate
Change Institute, auxiliary
services, and the UMaine
cooperative extension.
“UMaine is the flagship
university, so by signing the
commitment, they would set
a precedent for all of the other UMaine schools, as well
as the whole state of Maine,”
See Real Food on A4
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from A2
That’s an encouraging
sign for Republicans, but
panelists said more work
must be done. Alex Willette, a National Republican
Committee member who
works for LePage’s budget
department, said the Republican Party must move away
from being a “good old boys
club.”
Abigail Bennett, a member of UMaine’s College
Republicans, said initiatives
like #Gen207 and SheLeads,
a Christian group empowering women leaders, are
important to spreading Republican ideas to new demographics “that aren’t believed
to be Republican.”
“I think more groups
like Gen207 and SheLeads
are showing diversity in the
Republican Party,” Bennett
said. “They’re showing new
demographics that aren’t believed to be Republican.”
Hot topics like legalization of marijuana were also
touched on by the three panelists, as well as the members of the audience. Brakey,
a constitutionalist, led the
conversation on marijuana.
He said that the federal government should not regulate
marijuana, as the constitution reads that individual
state’s should decide on it’s
legality.
Willette echoed Brakey’s

Eric Brakey and others answer a variety of questions, ranging from gay marraige to marijuana.

point, but said successes in
states like Colorado may not
be indicative of what would
happen in Maine.
Jackson admitted that the
Democratic Party has done
well in marketing their party
to younger demographics.
“They have done a good

job making the Republican
Party look like old, white
men that hate everyone besides them,” Jackson said.
“Today was not full of old,
white men, proving that the
Republican Party is a diverse
place.”
Jackson used the forum to

plug the new “40 Under 40”
project Gen207 was involved
with. The project would highlight 40 conservatives under
the age of 40 to look out for
in the future. He said that he
was excited by the competitiveness of the project.
“The list goes on and on
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and on, to 40 and double and
triple that,” Jackson said.
“I’m proud to see the nominations roll in.”
Jackson said after the
meeting that it is important
to have Republican voices at
the University, regardless of
its liberal reputation.

“Don’t write it off from
what you heard,” Jackson
said, “it’s really important to
expose young people to civics. It’s great that we’re here
on campus.”
Jackson said that there
were no events planned in the
near future for Gen207.
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The Cohen Journal’s goal is to provide a platform for
students to showcase and publish their work.
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a book written by former
United Nations Secretary
General Kofi Annan. The
journal is expected to be
published biannually.
“I had a great experience writing with the
Cohen Journal,” Political
Science student Abigail
MacDonald said. “I would
recommend submitting a
paper to the Cohen Journal to anyone looking to
get their name out there.”
The Cohen Institute
for Leadership and Public Service serves as one
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a review of “Interventions: tion goes entirely to Dar- the UMaine Library DigiA Life in War and Peace,” ren [Reid] and the others tal Commons website.
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Thibeault said.
Nationwide, the university-level food budget is about
$5 billion. According to the
RFC’s website, the group
hopes to shift $1 billion of
existing university food budgets toward real food by the
year 2020. It’s a commitment that several colleges
nationwide have already
signed, including many in
New England.
Cross and Thibeault, both
seniors in the Ecology and
Environmental
Sciences
program, say the commitment is not one-size-fits-all,
but in fact varies to some degree for each campus, as far
as what will be done before
and after signing the commitment.
“It’s a fairly reasonable
commitment,”
Thibeault
says. “By signing, a university is basically pledging
to continue to work [in this
area], and be more transparent. It’s not full of consequences [for the university], like ‘you need to spend
this much more on all these
things,’ it’s just saying you
agree to try to make progress,” she says.
Real Food Challenge
UMaine has been active
since last spring. They currently have about 15 students
in the group, which meets
once a week in the basement
of Ballantine Hall. They are
not an officially recognized
student group, but are in
the process of becoming labelled as a student group by
Student Government.
The UMaine Honors College supported the trip by
covering costs for registration, transportation, food and
sleeping bags.
The Real Food Challenge
UMaine group holds meetings Mondays at 12 p.m. to
1 p.m. in the office of the
Sustainable Food Systems
Research Collaborative, located in the basement of Ballentine Hall. Anyone interested in RFC UMaine should
email Ashley Thibeault or
Audrey Cross on firstclass.

The World
This Week

nations given to the foundation by foreign governments
in the past two years, and
the $200 million-plus the
organization has raised since
2013, ahead of her anticipated White House campaign.

Somalia extremists urge
attacks on US shopping
mall
By Andrew Meldrum,
Associated Press
JOHANNESBURG (AP)
- A video purported to be by
Somalia’s al-Qaida-linked
rebel group al-Shabab urged
Muslims to attack shopping
malls in the U.S., Canada,
Britain and other Western
countries. The threat came in
the final minutes of a more
than hourlong video in which
the extremists also warned
Kenya of more attacks like
the September 2013 assault
on the Westgate Mall in Nairobi in which 67 people were
killed. The video included
footage from major news
organizations showing the
assault on the mall and said
it was in reprisal for alleged
abuses by Kenyan troops
against Muslims in Somalia.
For Clinton, her family
foundation may pose campaign risks
By Ken Thomas, Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) The foundation launched by
former President Bill Clinton more than a decade ago
has battled HIV and AIDS in
Africa, educated millions of
children and fed the poor and
hungry around the globe.
It also has the potential to
become a political risk for
Hillary Rodham Clinton as
she moves toward a second
presidential campaign. The
former secretary of state has
struggled with some recent
bad headlines over large do-

Fuel-hauling
trains
could derail at 10 a year
By Matthew Brown and
Josh Funk, Associated Press
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP)
- The federal government
predicts that trains hauling
crude oil or ethanol will derail an average of 10 times
a year over the next two decades, causing more than $4
billion in damage and possibly killing hundreds of people if an accident happens
in a densely populated part
of the U.S. The projection
comes from a previously
unreported analysis by the
Department of Transportation that reviewed the risks
of moving vast quantities of
both fuels across the nation
and through major cities.
The study completed last
July took on new relevance
this week after a train loaded
with crude derailed in West
Virginia, sparked a spectacular fire and forced the
evacuation of hundreds of
families.
Trial to start for Maine
man in alleged social media slaying
By Patrick Whittle, Associated Press
BANGOR, Maine (AP)
- With a ski mask, a fake
Facebook profile and a
plan, police say Kyle Dube
thought he could make himself a hero. Now the 21-yearold Maine man is set to go
on trial, charged with killing
a teenage girl in what authorities call a botched attempt to
look like he was rescuing her
from a kidnapping.
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Weekly Updates
Police
Beat
The best from UMaine’s finest

UMPD

Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Lauren Abbate
News Editor
Annual Renters Fair
coming to campus Feb.
24 and 25
The annual Renters Fair
will be held at the University of Maine on Feb.
24 and 25. The event is a
chance for those looking
for off-campus housing
to connect with landlords
and property managers.
The fair is hosted by the
Commuter and Non-Traditional Student programs
(CNTSP) and will be held
in the Memorial Union.
More than 10 landlords
will be present at the fair
for prospective renters to
speak with and to inquire

about housing options that they are
offering for the upcoming school year.
Event coordinator Barbara Smith stresses that
due to the complicated nature of finding off-campus
housing, having an event
that brings the resources
all together can be beneficial for students.
Students at the fair will
also be presented with information regarding the
renting process, renter’s
insurance and renter’s
rights.
Veazie resident name
president of the Orono-Veazie Water District

The Orono Veazie Water District (OVWD) has
selected Veazie resident
Joan Perkins to head the
water district board which
has been under fire in the
past year for uncler levels
of carcinogens in the district’s water supply.
Perkins was part of a
group of residents who expressed concern over the
levels of trihalomethanes
(THMs) within the water
and with the lack of public
communication from the
OVWD board itself.
Perkins was elected by
the board to fill a post that
expires in 2016. She was

There is no Police Beat in this issue because there were literally not
enough misdeeds to report. Nice
job, UMaine community! Hope we
can do this again next week!
chosen as president at the
board’s Feb. 10 by a vote
of 3-2.
Perkins became involved with the petition
against the THM levels
in the fall of 2013 when
she saw a presentation by
a group of University of
Maine nursing students
about the high levels of the
disinfection byproduct.
An outspoken Perkins
led the group of concerned
residents who began demanding for the district to
improve the water quality
within the district and encouraged the board to increase chances for public
input.
The Environmental Protection Agency sets a limit
of 80 parts per billion for
THMs in public water supplies. In 2012, the OVWD
reached THM levels of
89.2 parts per billion. As
of last August the THM
levels were 53.3 parts per
billion.

State commission on
college affordability suggests investing $27 million in financial aid
A commission of Maine
lawmakers and college
officials suggests that the
state should invest an additional $27 million in its
financial aid program in
order to give students a
better chance at graduation
without excessive debt.
This funding would
got towards the Maine
State Grant Program and
would increase scholarship awards from $1,000
to $2,500 for students
with financial need, mainly those with no expected
family contribution.
The Commission to
Study College Affordability and College Completion was assembled by the
Maine State Legislature
and consists of 13 higher education officials and
lawmakers. The commission has been meeting

since July and has recently
completed its report and
recommendations for the
future of higher education
financing.
With an already tight
budget, the state is likely
to face difficulty in coming up with funding for
these recommendations.
However, the commission
stresses that investing in
college affordability has
direct correlation to the
attraction and retention of
prospective college students.
Some of the recommended $27 million has
already been worked into
Gov. Paul LePage’s proposed 2016-2017 budget
such as the governor’s proposal to add another $10
million to the Maine State
Grant Program.
The commission’s report also encourages that
the state increases its funding for universities and
colleges across Maine.

This week in Student Government

Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate
Shane Verville
Contributor
GSS Denies $4,719 Allocation to Wilde-Stein
for Comedy Show
A denial of a $4,719 allocation to Wilde-Stein (an
alliance for sexual rights
group) caused a lengthy
debate to break out between Senators in the
General Student Senate’s
weekly meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 17.
In an attempt to access
funds to hire comedians
for an on-campus show
during Pride Week, Wilde-Stein looked to GSS
for financial assistance
with the support of Student Entertainment’s Vice
President, Donncha Coyle.
Claiming to have had little
success with fundraising
efforts, Wild Stein’s hope
was to have GSS cover
funding for one of their
first large-venue events
for any students interested
in a high-quality comedy
show.
“This offers a diverse
opportunity for students
on campus,” Coyle said,
“[Student Entertainment]

is going to plan to advertise with them.”
However, it was revealed by Wilde-Stein’s
speaker that no comedian
had yet been chosen, to
which Coyle elaborated
that to send an offer was
a “legally binding document,” and both groups
thought it best to consult
GSS before making any
moves. If funded, the attendance for the WildStein comedy show was
expected to be around 250
students with free admission to all.
Coyle’s
statements
didn’t move the Senate
however, as many remained skeptical of the
large investment. Sen.
Bradley Gannon was one
among the Student Senate
who remained “cautious”
about proceeding forward.
“I like the idea of having the event, but I don’t
like a group coming to us
for all of the money [needed]. It’s generally something we don’t do,” Gannon said.
Many Senators agreed,
noting that the lack of out-

side funding for the event
by Wilde-Stein was something that needed to be resolved, before moving forward with any allocations.
Some members of GSS
were in full support of the
motion however, as Student Representative to the
Board of Trustees, Connor
Scott, stressed the cultural importance of the proposed show.
“This is a cultural event
as much as it is an entertainment event,” Scott
said.
Other members in support of this motion noted
that Wilde-Stein is also
considered to be an “umbrella organization”
under the Student
Government,
which

means that as a group,
they would be treated
more favorably than standard clubs.
The Senate was still unmoved, with the majority
voting against the motion
to allocate funds.
GSS Allocates $4,200
to “TREE” for Trip to
Germany and Austria
GSS allocated $4,200
to “TAPPI/PIMA Research Expedition: Europe” (TREE) for their
biannual trip to Germany
and Austria this spring.
Speakers for TREE,
Jonathan Lee and Aaron
Ortiz explained that
the trip was relevant to the
state of

Maine due to its history
with the pulp and paper
industry, and noted that
the industry is on its last
legs. Lee and Ortiz revealed that this trip could
become a valued asset to
not only the students traveling on this trip, but to the
pulp and paper industry
as a whole in the state of
Maine.
“We’re very invested
in the future of the pulp
and paper industry in the
state of Maine,” Ortiz said.
“This is something we feel
like we can give back to
the state of Maine and the
University by going on
this trip and learning as
much as we can about the
industry.”
TREE’s motivation to
give back, coupled with
evidence of carefully organized fund raising efforts, left many in GSS in
favor of funding this trip,
but not before lengthy
amendments were made
to the proposition to specify what the funding was
going toward in regard
to transportation. Upon
amending the resolution,

the Senate came to an
agreement, passing the
motion by a clear majority.
GSS Allocates $1,800
to Golf Club for Spring
Tournament Expenses
GSS allocated $1,800
to the Golf Club for travel
and hotel expenses for its
participation in two tournaments down in Massachusetts this spring.
President of the Golf
Club, Jeff Moore, spoke
to GSS about his club’s
fundraising for the event,
including a bake sale, but
stated that they needed
the remaining sum allocated in order to attend
the events. After some
brief discussion, members
of the Senate agreed the
events were worth funding
and passed the motion by
vast majority.
New Senators
GSS appointed newcomers Nicholas Maynard, Thomas Limerick
and Doug Sewall to the
Senate.
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EDITORIAL

Students need to realize power of
voices and participate in campus life

In the 1830s, aristocrat
Alexis de Tocqueville was
sent by the French government to survey early American society and government.
Two elements in particular
impressed de Tocqueville
— the emphasis on localism
and the numerous organizations which citizens joined.
Participation is an essential
component of democracy.
When the people are the font
of power, they must remain
vigilant and active in matters touching government.
Strange though it may
seem, this observation is directly relevant to the lethargic campus culture here in
2015 Orono.
Recent on-campus political events, including a

speech by 2014 Democrat
Senatorial candidate Shenna Bellows and a forum by
Maine Republican youth
initiative Generation 207,
were sparsely attended by
students, the primary targeted audience.
While lacking a formal
government, the University
of Maine is essentially a polity. The decisions of campus
administrators are informed
by the needs of the student
body. Power really lies with
them, as the success of Divest UMaine demonstrates.
University culture has an
added benefit that federalistic democracy lacks — it
is self-contained. While the
Orono branch is under the
larger umbrella of the Uni-

versity of Maine System,
it is autonomous, guided
majoritarily by the unique
needs of campus denizens.
This means there are few
obstacles between students
and policy change. The power of campus group voices
is maximized. But, before
students can affect change,
they have to begin to truly
comprehend the type and
scope of power they hold.
All movements are teleological in that the composition of the whole is dictated
by the nature of the parts.
Change one, change the
outcome. Thus, campus culture as a whole is dependent
upon the makeup of student
organizations. Working in
unison towards their mutual

self-interest, they can bring
about the policies that best
insure academic success and
extra-curricular bliss.
Conversely, a lack of
participation — the sort of
apathetic
disinvolvement
that currently typifies most
sects of the student body —
has an equal potency, only
negatively so. Power, just
because it is not exercised,
does not dissipate; it stagnates, either actively or passively corroding the same
organs it should be enervating.
To reverse this process,
students need to get involved in whatever cause or
activity they find most compelling.
However, there’s a del-

icate balance between the
championing of causes and
the ability to mesh interests
into a comprehensive, interest-serving governing body.
Identity politics too often
loses the substance of ideology in narrowly-tailored
appeals to interests.
Principles may be discriminatory in terms of what
ideas they deem meritorious,
but they do not disciminate.
Distinctions such as race,
gender or age are meaningless when ideas, rather than
pandering to meaningless
distinctions, are the focus of
activism.
Ultimately, no one but
the individual can represent
their own interests. Each
person brings a unique

background,
perspective
and disposition to campus
that cannot be replaced or
spoken for. Allowing individual interests to be
corrupted is despicable;
allowing one’s voice to be
robbed by sheer apathy is
more so.
Contained local communities are a testing ground
for democracy. Habits
formed early in life will
continue. There are very
few places in the country
where participating so effortlessly brings about a
desired end. Campus life
is one of them. If for nothing other than the sake of
sheer self-interest, students
should feel compelled to be
active on campus.

Self-driving cars still face many obstacles

Nathaniel Trask
Second year
Journalism
Developing and perfecting driverless cars is just
another way humans are using technology to improve
their lives. Popularized by
research institutions such
as Stanford and Carnegie
Mellon, which outfitted vehicles to race autonomously,
and perfected by Google,
the self-driving vehicle has
become a topic of great interest and sometimes heated
debate.
Advocates believe that a
car that can pilot itself is the
way of the future, allowing
all of its occupants to do just

about whatever they wish.
These vehicles would be
self-sufficient, stopping for
every stop sign, red light and
pedestrian crossing; yielding
when merging into oncoming
traffic and even successfully
navigating a parking lot. That
will be in the future, though.
Google’s vehicles are
outfitted with thousands of
dollars worth of equipment
that help operate their cars’
steering, throttle control and
brake control. This equipment includes a LIDAR system, which emits lasers and
catches the reflected light to
analyze the distance between
the car and an obstacle. The
company has outfitted six
Toyota Priuses, three Lexus RX450’s and an Audi TT
with this autonomous technology.
However, this impressive amount of progress has
overshadowed some major
limitations for Google’s driverless fleet. Today, Google’s
fleet is riddled with problems

regarding road safety,
safety of its occupants
the other cars around it.
Google testers say
car still detects trash
other debris in the road,

the
and
the
and
and

ida, as well as Washington
D.C., have all passed legislation allowing companies to
test self-driving cars on public roadways. Self-driving
cars are not commercialized

“Today Google’s fleet is riddled with problems regarding road safety, the safety of its
occupants and the other cars around it.”

will swerve unnecessarily
to avoid it. The system also
cannot spot pedestrians at a
crosswalk or police officers
signaling it to stop. Riding in
it can be a bit bumpy too, as
the car’s technology cannot
spot potholes or other dangers in the road.
The states of California,
Nevada, Michigan and Flor-

as of yet, but these states’
legislation believe they will
minimize the number of accidents because they will be
eliminating driver error.
Obviously no computer
goes without a few minor
quirks. Driving through a
busy four-way intersection
can be hazardous and slow
because the system is com-

puting many algorithms to
be sure every precaution is
taken. Other than that, it is
difficult for any human to
completely trust a computer
to do its bidding. This can be
especially difficult when an
accident occurs with another vehicle. Then you have to
ask, “Whose fault is it?”
Google co-founder Sergey
Brin expects all of these issues to be solved before the
year 2024; the cars will be
available to the public soon
after that. If everything goes
as planned, our future roads
will be filled with cars driving themselves.
In a way, this is very sad.
As a bit of a car enthusiast
myself, I enjoy driving to
school, work or whatever
my destination may be. I also
enjoy reading about upcoming models and improved
technologies. To me, cars are
more than just machines you
drive to and from the market.
Cars have always been
very important to the way we

live our lives. They are a tool
when we have to haul a trailer. They are a caretaker when
parents are driving their children home from soccer practice. Not to mention, a car is
the only hunk of metal standing between you and death in
a head-on collision.
Not only do I believe that
car owners will find it hard
to rely fully on a computerized brain, but much of the
driving experience that many
of us love will be lost in the
essence and overwhelming
excellence of this new technology. People will no longer be able to enjoy a casual
drive on a summer’s evening
in their breezy convertible.
Google, the pioneer of the
autonomous car, still has a
long way to go. Many bugs
still need to be sorted out before the technology can be
considered safe and useful
for drivers, not to mention
affordable. Nevertheless they
should be useful for some
people. Just not for me.
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Taylor Swift’s music represents a powerful
feminist drive for our generation
Cameron Grover
Third year
English and education
I want to make my opinion
on the focal point of this piece
abundantly clear: life is too
short to pretend to hate catchy
Taylor Swift songs, or even
Swift herself. Starting way
back from her first release in
2006, people have been either
enamored with or disgusted with what Swift has been
putting out into the universe.
Many cite the constant talk
of ex-boyfriends and pining
after star-crossed beaus-to-be
as the reason for their disdain,

which is an issue, I believe,
based in deeply internalized misogyny. Fair-weather
fans and the most hardcore
“Swiftie” alike will say that
the music that she writes is
something to which they can
relate. I will tell anybody
who asks that she has written
the music of our generation,
because she is one of us.
Swift has left a hefty impression on the music industry. Aside from her several
Guinness Book of World
Records entries, she has set
many records in the recording industry, as both a country
and a pop artist. With success
like she has had, and with
the success and impact she is
poised to have in the future,
I would say that Swift is no
longer just a country or pop
artist. I feel that it is safe to
say that she is simply an artist.

Swift is the only artist in
history to release three albums that sold over a million
copies in the first week, and
“We Are Never Ever Getting
Back Together” is the fastest

dress issues she feels strongly about. Citing a friendship
with Lena Dunham, the writer and creator of the HBO hit
“Girls,” Swift has identified
herself as a feminist and in an

“I will tell anybody who asks that she has
written the music of our generation because she is one of us.”

selling digital single ever. In
light of these achievements,
it’s hard to think of what
Swift may accomplish next.
I think that her eye is set on
much more than music.
In recent years, 2014 specifically, she has taken to any
forum she can from social
media to the red carpet to ad-

interview with The Guardian
said, “As a teenager, I didn’t
understand that saying you’re
a feminist is just saying that
you hope women and men
will have equal rights and
equal opportunities. What it
seemed to me, the way it was
phrased in culture, society,
was that you hate men. And

now, I think a lot of girls have
had a feminist awakening because they understand what
the word means. For so long,
it’s been made to seem like
something where you’d picket against the opposite sex,
whereas it’s not about that at
all.”
A world where one of the
most popular female performers on the planet takes
an opportunity to point out
sexism is one of which I want
to be a part. I know that there
is a lot of room for feminism
and feminist change in the
music and film industry, but
it is not room that must be
made. I think that more women and men in the music and
film industry need to take the
space that they already occupy and make it feminist. We
can’t leave everything up to
the female comedians and
writers.

I admire Swift, as well as
enjoy her music, simply because I am proud to feel like
I grew up with her. Her songs
and the maturity level of her
work have grown in unison
with my generation, and I
think that feeling that connection for that reason is pretty
unique. I admire Swift for her
mind-set, for her work with
first lady Michelle Obama,
for her drive in her career and
for her devotion to her fans.
life is too short to dislike
something because you can
or because of the simple misogyny behind hating girls
who talk about their exes. It’s
also too short to pretend you
don’t tap your foot or hum
along to catchy Swift songs.
Ditch the hate, ditch the misogyny and make your space
feminist with me and with
Swift. Together, we can shake
it off.

Despite popular belief, feminism not a bad word

Allyson Eslin
Second year
Political science
There’s a word that almost nobody dares to utter,
a word so full of political
significance, so heavily reported on in media of all
formats, so contentious and
sensitive that society rarely dares to even mention
it, let alone have an open
discussion about the ideas
it inspires. This word isn’t
a slur, nor an expletive or
an abrasive insult. It is, at

its root, nothing more than
an adjective, and certainly
nothing worthy of the outrage it commands.
So, what could it be?
What word could be so controversial, even to a country
so heavily saturated in exposure to gore that one can
nary flip the channel without seeing a startling example? What word could evoke
such a negative and instantaneous response, even when
shocking violence is barely
worth a batted eyelash in the
eyes of people inundated by
bloodshed?
Feminist.
Of course, feminism isn’t
as innocuous as its proponents would prefer it to be.
Nor is it the bellicose and
antagonistic “man-hating”
stereotype that its opponents

suggest in order to characterize it in rhetoric.
But, then again, rarely
is any concept of real, appreciable value that simple.
The feminist movement,

appropriate venues and who
alienate more moderate citizens from participating.
Similarly, there are persons who embody unusually excellent characteristics,

“Feminists, at the heart of it, are normal
people who advocate for the equal treatment of women in fundamentally divided
areas — the workplace, the home and
other segregated institutions.”
much like many major religions, sports franchises and
academic disciplines, contains some bad eggs. That is,
people who spoil the brand
— individuals who become
militant and accusatory in
innocuous situations or in-

like overwhelming generosity and superior intelligence,
and who represent the feminist movement as wonderful figureheads the way that
Martin Luther King Jr. was
an exceptional advocate for
the Civil Rights movement

in the United States.
But the reality of the
“typical feminist” is much
different than either of these
things. Feminists, at the
heart of it, are normal people who advocate for the
equal treatment of women
in fundamentally divided
areas — the workplace, the
home and other segregated
institutions. They are not
infallible, but they are also
not crazy, misandrist or delusional; they are not saints,
nor are they monsters.
This black and white hyperbole on a serious label,
on a characterization that
connotes an important facet
of personal politics, is not
only incorrect, but irresponsible. It brings shame and
fear to a movement that,
at its core, is really quite

moderate and ordinary in its
goals. It villainizes people
who are asking, primarily,
not for superiority, but for
equality it causes distrust
and hate to persist and pervade in an arena already saturated in negative emotions.
Feminist is not a bad
word, and it should not be
treated as one. Like other
movements and associations
of similar influence, it has
its share of members who
promote something less than
ideal, but, at its heart it seeks
to promote equal opportunity, help improve situations
that harm people of any gender and create a more tolerant, impartial society.
Feminism is not bad.
But the way we talk about
it — the way we demonize
it — is.

‘People don’t change’ belittles human adaptability

Matthew Pinkham
Graduate First Year
Psychology
How often is the banal
phrase “people don’t change”
uttered by those finding themselves in the midst of disappointment? This phrase carries a two-pronged cynicism,
along with the added insult of
laziness wrapped in a sardonic
tone. While many individuals
may mean this statement as
consolation or warning, an astute listener can aptly isolate its
chiding nature.
Samuel Keefe

Of course, the issue is deeper than scorned tongues seeking consolation with disbelief.
The belief that, as a whole,
people are not capable of great
personal change is disparaging and discouraging. When
this phrase is leveled against
a target, whether it is someone
failing to meet expected results or someone disappointed
by another’s actions, it strips
agency from the situation. This
sentiment is at home in a society that lionizes idleness and
victim-complexes.
The didactic nature of this
diatribe besides, my message
should be clear. The concept
of change is the most integral
part to self-improvement. Just
as ore is transformed by a refiner’s fire, our minds and bodies are molded by experience.
Given the improvements most

individuals make from their
state as a toddler, preaching
“people don’t change” is one
of the most egregious cynicisms known to mankind.       
Change for the sake of
self-improvement is one of

yourself is difficult and requires two primary conditions.
Individuals must have a
significant drive for self-improvement for any measurable
change to occur. To what extent
this drive is innate or taught is

“Individuals must have a significant drive
for self-improvement for any measurable
change to occur.”

the greatest human virtues.
Every “helping” profession is
based on this undeniable fact.
However, the vapid phrase
in question does strike at one
modicum of truth. To change

a debate for philosophers and
psychologists.
Regardless,
every individual is capable of
holding this fundamental drive.
Any person interviewed would
list any range of changes they

desire. Even the classic bromides, “faster, stronger, smarter, funnier,” or other platitudes
are secondary results from the
basic drive for self-improvement.
Energy without motion is
wasted, which is why the second component to personal
change is far more critical to
this discussion. An external
stimulus is required to truly test
a person. Can a chemical reaction happen without a reactant?
To describe all the ways life
can motivate change would be
a bromide in itself. The most
important possibilities are apposite to this treatise. Themes
like adversity, the unexpected
and love are archetypes for
change. A rigorous and intensive job can forge an inspirited
worker. The opportunity for romance can convert even a sour

person into a troubadour.
This protracted pedagogy
has a moral core. The concept
of personal change and growth
is bound alongside the principles of Romanticism. This
is not the soapy sophistry that
inspires the insipid line, “people can’t change.” Instead,
Romanticism speaks of the
timeless human condition in
a conceptual manner. Romanticism speaks of ideals and
creation, not monotony. The
Romantic school of thought focused on how the world should
be and the ideals behind this
existence.     
How are these two subjects
connected? Self-improvement
represents the timeless struggle
towards an ideal. An individual
driven by the self and external
sources to improve themselves
is not concerned with what
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Across
1. Teases
5. Wash cycle
10. Stench
14. PDQ’s kin
15. Ham it up
16. Office message
17. Army post
18. Asparagus unit
19. Imitated
20. Scoop water
21. Congers
22. Glistened
23. Country near
Greenland
25. Pod dwellers
26. Free from germs
29. George Gershwin’s
brother
32. Sees socially
36. Fragrant
38. Raw metals
39. Fastened shoestrings
41. Warsaw native
42. Produce

Crossword

44. Was mistaken
45. Depressed
46. Aspiring actress
49. Roof projection
51. Goes up
56. Undress
58. “____ we forget”
60. Exhaust
61. Listen to
62. Light wood
63. Lettuce unit
64. Leisure
65. Beginning
66. Zenith
67. Liberal ____
68. Web-footed birds
69. Not far

Word Search: Hawaii
ALOHA
ARCHIPELAGO
BEACHES
CANOEING
COFFEE
GRASS SKIRT
HAWAIIAN
HONOLULU
HULA
HUMPBACK
WHALES
ISLANDS
KAHO’OLAWE
KAUA’I
KAYAKING
KONA COAST
LANA’I
LUAU
MACADAMIA
NUTS
MANTA RAYS
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MAUI
MOLOKA’I
NAPALI COAST
NI’IHAU
NORTH SHORE
O’AHU
PACIFIC OCEAN
PEARL HARBOR
PINEAPPLES
RESORTS
SAND
SCUBA DIVING
SNORKELING
STATE
SUGARCANE
SURFING
TOURISTS
TROPICAL
UKELELE
VACATION
VOLCANOES

Down
1. Synagogue figure
2. Author ____ Asimov
3. Count ____ of jazz
4. Hex
5. Take offense at
6. Obstruct
7. Yule song
8. Amtrak stops (abbr.)
9. Eternally, in verse
10. D-Day beach
11. Savings account
user
12. Forewarning
13. Went by horse
22. Look
24. Mule’s father
25. Trudge
27. Professional speedster
28. Fury
30. Vex
31. Served perfectly
32. Pooches
33. Realm
34. Most sore

35. Wind direction
(abbr.)
37. Mar. follower
39. Tardy
40. One ____ time (2
wds.)
43. Invitation abbr.
44. And so on (Abbr.)
47. Girls
48. Landed property
50. Assistants
52. Revolutionary ____
Allen
53. Brother’s daughter
54. Stage offering
55. Hebrew feast
56. Mets’ old stadium
57. Sad drop
58. Alley
59. Alternative word
62. Swamp

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

XKCD

By Randall Munroe

WAIKIKI
WAIMEA BAY
WARM
WHALE WATCHING
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Cyanide & Happiness

By Dave McElfatrick

Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy
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By Anthony Clark
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Word Scramble: Birds
1. IGWN______________________________

9. DOEV______________________________

2. ASRROPW__________________________

10. TAPROR___________________________

3. EGEAL_____________________________

11. TFHRAEE__________________________

4. BKEA______________________________

12. BORIN_____________________________

5. WAKH______________________________

13. LOW______________________________

6. GGE_______________________________

14. ESDSE_____________________________

7. CORW______________________________

15. REVNA____________________________

8. EUNNIPG___________________________

1. wing 2. sparrow 3. eagle 4. beak 5. hawk
6. egg 7. crow 8. penguin 9. dove 10. parrot 11.
feather 12. robin 13. owl 14. seeds 15. raven
sciencekids.co.nz

nedroid.com
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puzzle answers
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A tale of two cities: Band, Stone Free revels
Granada vs. Sevilla in unspoken connections

Two weeks ago I had the
pleasure of visiting the city
of Granada, which is one of
the top tourist stops in Spain.
There was a magical presence about Granada from the
moment we arrived.
The mountains in the
background, or the Sierra
Nevada, were an amazing
way to make the city stand
out. Because it is nestled in
the mountains, Granada has
a mountainous terrain. The
air was also much cooler
than Sevilla because of its
location.
The heavy Moorish, influence was easy to see while
exploring the city. Granada
was the crown jewel of the
Moorish empire until 1492,
when King Ferdinand and
Queen Isabel conquered it.
Granada was the last place
to fall to Ferdinand and Isabel, so the Moors left an
ingrained mark in the city’s
history.
Shops and restaurants
capitalized on the Moorish
history by making travellers
feel like they were transported into a different time.
Scarfs, lamps, jewelry and
dinnerware were painted
colorfully and easily caught
my eye.
The first night in Granada
we were treated to a traditional flamenco show. The

nightlife is pretty quiet, so if
you are interested in a lively
scene it may be better to try
a larger city like Sevilla.
Anyone interested in winter sports would love Granada’s location because of the
mountains. It has one of the
most popular skiing resorts
in Europe. The weather is
also more temperate and less
humid than Sevilla, so if you
do not want a ton of sun,
Granada may be better.
In either case, you would
be able to study in a city
with a beautiful location and
scenery. Sevilla is a larger
city, with access to Portugal
and beach towns. Because
of its size, Sevilla is not the
kinds of place you can explore all the activities in a
few weeks. It would be quite
difficult to get bored with
the amount of things to do
there.
On the other hand, Sevilla is much more humid and
deals with more extremes
weather wise. If you are not
a city type person and you
would rather have less people around, Granada may be
better to consider.
Many of the locals do not
speak English in Sevilla, so
someone without a ton of
Spanish speaking experience may want to try going to somewhere else, like
Granada.
One important tip to remember is no matter where
you decide to go, you can
always make a weekend or
side trip to the city you did
not choose. Whatever decision you make, you can
count on having a wonderful time abroad, whether in
Spain or halfway across the
globe.

Delaney Fitzpatrick
Conributor
ic Mo n

A test run
of
sound,
speakers, microphones and
guitars begins in the attic of
Ira Kramer’s Veazie home
as he and his band start their
evening practice. In the small
attic, the sounds of drums
rattle the ceilings while guitar strings twang and buzz
throughout the room. It feels
chaotic, but for Stone Free, it’s
Tuesday night.
Stone Free is a popular
band in the Bangor area. The
group consists of Ira Kramer,
Evan Pollard, Josh Hunnewell
and Krystian Beal, who have
been playing shows since they
made the band official in September 2014. They since have
played in venues such as The
Boomhouse, Tantrum, Woodman’s, The Legion, Paddy
Murphy’s and others.
All of the band members
have more music in their life
than just Stone Free. Pollard
is a second-year graduate
student at The University
of Maine from Waterville,
Maine, majoring in Music
Performance. Pollard is the
primary bass player, and also
plays a bit of guitar and background vocals.
The lead singer and guitarist for the group, Kramer,
is originally from London,
Ontario, Canada. Kramer is
a third-year student in Music
Education and Performance
Studies with concentrations in
Guitar and Voice.
Hunnewell,
originally
from Alexander, Maine, is
the lead guitar and keyboard
player of Stone Free. He just
graduated from UMaine with
a bachelor’s degree in Music
Education and Performance
us

t
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Insights and Essentials
Jocelyn Nerney

passion and fiery motions of
the dancers and singers were
mesmerizing. It was unbelievable to see the dancers
tap and move with such ease.
The next day people had
free time to explore on their
own, so I went to El Mirador
de San Nicholas, a lookout
point over Granada. It was a
long and steep trek to find El
Mirador, but in the end, the
walk was completely worth
the view.
The mountains, Alhambra palace and rustic homes
of the city knitted together to
form one of the most majestic and breathtaking views
I had ever seen. It almost
seemed unreal that a view so
stunning could exist.
Once I finished exploring, our group had an extensive tour of the Alhambra
palace, where the sultans or
leaders of Moorish Spain
lived. The palace was like a
city in itself with beautiful
gardens, views of the city
and architecture everywhere
we walked. Being able to
see the luxury Spanish rulers
lived in was a very special
experience.
Some people talked about
trying to decide between
Granada and Seville for their
location, and I can see why
it was a difficult decision.
They both are beautiful places that anyone would enjoy.
Each city had its pros and
cons, though.
Granada is more isolated
than other Spanish cities.
It does not have the beach
or airports close by, which
makes traveling harder to
do. The city is also pretty
small, so if you like trying
new activities all the time it
might not be the best fit. The
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Studies and is working towards a Master’s degree in
Music Education with a concentration in conducting.
Beal is a seventh-year student at UMaine, a “super super senior,” as he puts it. He is
currently working on a double
major in Elementary and Early Education with a concentration in Music. Originally
from Saco, Maine, Beal plays
drums and sings back-up vocals for the band.
“You know how America
is a melting pot? Stone Free
is a rock melting pot,” Beal
said, “We try to make a little
bit of everything. I want to
make music accessible to everyone.”
Kramer agreed saying that
they are a “covery” band:
“We all have eclectic tastes in
music, so we are an eclectic
band.”
Though they perform covers, they also work on writing
their own original material.
“Because we started right
away, our main priority has
been to learn enough music and get bar gigs and feel
comfortable with what we are
playing. Now we are getting
comfortable with the songs
we have. Now we have the
opportunity to showcase ourselves and really start defining
ourselves,” Kramer said.
That is one of the many
goals of Stone Free.
“I want us to get the recognition we deserve determined
by our overall sound and skill
set. I want us to get out there
and do as much as possible,”
Pollard said.
Hunnewell’s focus is on
expanding the band’s scope.
“[I want us to] make more
originals, that sort of thing,”
Hunnewell said.
Along with all of those
goals, they would like to

make more money so the band
could be a top priority, finding
more places and different venues to play their music, sing
in different genres, play at as
many places as possible and to
go from a good cover band to
“in your face” status.
Besides being musically
inclined, Stone Free syncs together well.
“Everyone but Ira live together, so we are with it all
the time. The accountability
is there,” Beal said, “These
three guys [Kramer, Hunnewell, and Pollard] have been in
a guitar ensemble longer than
I have known the group. Their
chemistry has been crazy.”
This was proven one night
at Tantrum when the microphones stopped working and
they were playing “Pinball
Wizard” by The Who and they
all just automatically transformed into an instrumental
version of Billie Jean, without
a thought.
“It isn’t like a ‘everyone
has eyes on each other, keep
it together’ kind of band. It’s
a ‘we are all listening to each
other’ type of band,” Pollard
said on group’s chemistry.
There are a lot of bonuses
about being in a band. Meeting
people who you could potentially collaborate in the future
with, the camaraderie between
the band and, of course, the
free beer, are all great bonuses of playing gigs around the
greater Bangor area. But nothing beats the connections that
music can make with people
that you don’t even know, according to Beal.
“On one hand, it is self expression, being able to put out
a little bit of yourself… when
I play something on an instrument and people are leaning
into it and enjoying it, it’s like
an unspoken connection.”

A playlist for spring break
COLUMN

How I Hear It
Derrick Rossignol
Before you head out on
school-free adventures next
week and are without my
sage-like music insight for
an entire month, let me gift
you this: a playlist to guide
you through spring break,
featuring carefree EDM
and indie pop gems, with
touches of hip-hop and light
indie rock, so there’s plenty
to get both up and down to.
The mix comes in at about
78 minutes, which ought to
fit on a single CD, so burn
baby burn.
LCD Soundsystem “Dance Yrself Clean”
This 2010 classic starts
slow and picks up with a
sweet drop, and is also deceptively unadorned in instrumentation.
Action Bronson - “Pepe
Lopez”
Fun hip-hop quick hit
based on the classic surf
song “Tequila.” Also look
out for Action Bronson’s
“Mr. Wonderful” album,
which comes out in March.
Chance The Rapper
- “Favorite Song (feat.
Childish Gambino)”
Real tropical, Miami
vibes featuring two of hiphop’s big up-and-comers
with a hook that’s a joy to
sing along to.
Kyla La Grange - “Cut
Your Teeth (Kygo Remix)”
This and Kygo’s other
remixes have been classified
as tropical house, so check
his other stuff if you’re into
this, like his remix of Pas-

senger’s “Let Her Go.”
Cayucas - “Cayucos”
You may have heard this
song on a Honda commercial; a great slice of breezy
indie rock.
Beatenberg - “Cavendish Square”
One of the most successful South African bands of
last year sounds like Vampire Weekend’s brother
abroad who leans a bit more
in the direction of pop.
The Cool Kids - “Gold
and a Pager”
Minimalistic
hip-hop
with a bass line engineered
to shake your socks off. The
rest of this EP, “Bake Sale,”
is also gold... and a pager.
N.E.R.D - “She Wants
To Move (DFA Remix)”
Pharrell’s old band, as
remixed by LCD Soundsystem frontman James Murphy. Yes, please.
Galantis - “Runaway
(U & I)”
The most unabashedly
EDM song here, so ignore
pretension and move your
buns. “I WANT TO RUNAWAY!”
Sir Sly - “You Haunt
Me”
One of those “oh oh oh”
chorus songs, but the guy’s
voice is cool and the track
walks an interesting line between indie rock and pop.
Grimes - “Genesis”
Pop as filtered through
the indie Canadian lens of
Claire Boucher. She’s signed
to Jay Z’s Roc Nation, so
that’s saying something.
Real Estate - “Talking
Backwards”
This song and its parent
album “Atlas” are the best
example of how a band can
do midtempo, relatively unadorned indie for 40 minutes
and not bore. It’s tough, but
Real Estate is probably the
best in that game right now.
James & Evander “Ambigamy”

This duo might be an
electronic version of the
just-mentioned vibe carried
out by Real Estate. It’s easy,
breezy, beautiful, and although it’s capable of sitting
in the background, it can
also be Cover Girl.
Len - “Man of the
Year”
Yes, they did “Steal My
Sunshine.” But get this: the
album that song came from,
“You Can’t Stop The Bum
Rush,” is nothing like that
track and is phenomenally
awesome. There’s hip-hop,
trip-hop, chill-out and electronic numbers like this.
Neon Indian - “Polish
Girl”
Relatively
straightforward indie electronic pop,
but a bit glitchier sounding
than its contemporaries.
RiFF RAFF - “Maybe
You Love Me (Feat. Mike
Posner)”
RiFF RAFF, aka Jody
Highroller, a.k.a. the Neon
Icon, aka the Versace Python, is as ridiculous as his
many nicknames suggest,
but his 2014 “Neon Icon”
album really isn’t that awful, and this is the poppiest
song of the bunch.
The Flaming Lips “She Don’t Use Jelly”
This song is appropriate for every occasion. You
could DJ a funeral with it
and not receive much protest.
R. Kelly - “Genius”
It turns out R. Kelly has
done a couple things since
“Ignition (Remix),” and although they’ve been mostly bland, this cut from his
2013 album “Black Panties” is a gorgeous R&B
slow jam that features lyrics like: “Go to sleep, and
when we wake up / I’m-a
hit that thing again, promise” and “I’m a college grad
/ Girl, I got my degree.”
And scene.

Stone Free plays at Tantrum in Bangor on Saturday night.

James Winters, Contributor

Maine’s right of passage
Hiking Mount Katahdin takes more than just time
COLUMN

Adventure Time
Molly Joyce
As much as a shock as this
may seem for someone born
and bred in Maine, I have never hiked to Katahdin’s summit. This past fall, my Dad and
I intended to do so, but due to
my poor sense of direction,
we ended up hiking Traveler’s Loop instead. While I
would not take back that day
on Traveler’s Loop — by far
one of the most amazing hikes
I’ve ever been on — making
it to the top of Mount Katahdin still sits high on my bucket
list.
The first and only time I
ever attempted to make the
summit, was when I was 10.
I went on a camping trip with
one of my friends and her fam-

ily, where we camped in the
lean-tos in Baxter State Park. I
don’t remember exactly which
campsite we were at, but I do
remember we were near a lake
and a stream, because on the
days when we weren’t going
on adventures off of the campsite, we were either swimming
and canoeing in the lake,
or finding “secret spots” up
stream.
The day that we chose to
hike Katahdin, and I remember we got up extremely early.
Having prepacked our pack
the night before, there wasn’t
much preparation to do before
we headed out — straight out
from our campsite which was
not far from a trailhead.
This hike being the only
memories I have of Katahdin,
safe to say they were not the
happiest. All I can remember
is the hike being extremely
difficult for my friend and I —
keep in mind we were 10 —
having to stop multiple times.
We were always either hungry, tired or sweaty, and most
likely complaining about all of
the above.

My friend and I were much
younger and far less experienced hikers than our hiking
companions: her cousins and
siblings who were in their
teens and early twenties. So
naturally, the two of us fell behind to the point where we had
completely separated from the
group. However, we kept hiking at our own, more relaxed
pace.
Looking back, we probably should have been significantly more worried that we
had been separated from the
adults, but we kept at it. We
made it to about the treeline,
and from that point were just
tired and wanted to go back to
camp and swim.
Not having made it to Katahdin’s summit, I still have
a need to check it off of my
“Mainer” bucket list. However, as I have no desire to obtain
that first in the midst of winter,
it’s nice to have adventures to
look forward to for the summer. And who knows, maybe
this time when I plan for Katahdin, I’ll actually make it
there.
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A dancing journey
comes to a close
Kate Berry
Contributor
The buzzer goes off at the
Cross Insurance Center to signal halftime. Hundreds of eyes
look towards the court, gazing
at the cheerleaders, coming in,
clad in pom-poms and glistening uniforms. The University
of Maine Dance Team takes
the floor. While the pressure
is on to hit every move correctly and smoothly — there
are three dancers, in particular,
that could not feel more comfortable.
Kara Day, Krysti Sanzaro and Nicky Wheeler have
been dancing together since
elementary school. Wheeler
and Sanzaro, both from John
Bapst Memorial High School,
and Day, from Hampden
Academy, started at the Top
Hat II Dance Studio when they
were in kindergarten and first
grade. Day is now a third-year
marketing student at UMaine. Sanzaro and Wheeler are
both fourth-year students with
majors in speech-therapy and
psychology, respectively.
The Beginning
With Sanzaro’s mother being the owner of the Top Hat II
Dance Studio, it was almost a
given that she would become a
dancer. She started at age five.
“When I was about nine
years old, I told my mom I
didn’t want to dance anymore,” Sanzaro said. “I was
expecting a big reaction, but
she was actually okay with it.”
She didn’t stop dancing, however.
Wheeler, who started to
dance at age four, had to
make a decision when she
was younger. She noticed

that many people who played
sports had to quit dancing
because it was getting in the
way of practices and games.
For her, it was always other
activities getting in the way of
dance.
“I remember my mom told
me I had to choose between
the Girl Scouts or dance,”
Wheeler said. “I chose dance.”
For Day, it was a different
story. Starting at age five, she
did not get a break from dance
until her freshman year of college. Wanting to try other activities and groups, she joined
a sorority to get involved on
campus. Throughout the year,
the idea of joining the collegiate dance team lingered
in the back of her mind, not
to mention her dance friends
constantly asking, “Are you
joining, yet?”
When the next year rolled
around, Day saw the Facebook group the team made for
tryouts.
“I told Krysti that I decided
to try out. She didn’t believe
me at first,” Day said. “I wish
I had done it earlier.”
Together Again
Once all the women were
back together dancing, all felt
right again. Since they have
been dancing together for so
long, Wheeler said that the
team would not feel the same
if one of “The Trio” was missing.
The team had one of its
most memorable moments
when they got the chance to
perform at Gillette Stadium
for the Maine football game
against UMass. With a substantial amount of people in
attendance at the game, there
was pressure to hit every move

Stone Free played at Tantrum in Bangor Saturday night.

Alan Bennett, Contributor
Dancers perform the “African Takeover” at the
2015 International Dance Festival at the UMaine.

Dance

from A12
festival was moved to the
Collins Center with great
success.
And today the festival
has become a staple among
the University’s multicultural events.
“One thing that we are

really excited about is that,
even within each piece,
which typically represents
a country, the dancers come
from many different countries, so that just even more
showcases the diversity,”
Bishop said.
For those involved, the
festival is not just about
showing off their dancing.
Rather, the event symbol-

and give the best performance
possible. Luckily, given the
massive field and stadium
size, the team was able to go
in the morning and practice.
“I remember walking out
and looking around at everyone and thinking, ‘wow,’”
Wheeler said.
“Tom Brady spit on this
field,” Sanzaro added.
Looking Ahead
The future of each girl involves some sort of dancing.
Sanzaro looks forward to continuing teaching dance to kids
at the Top Hat II Dance Studio. Both Wheeler and Day
plan on moving to Boston
after this spring semester. Day
is set on continuing dance by
taking some classes. Wheeler
is considering trying out for a
professional dance team in the
Boston area.
“I have no idea the chances
of me making a professional
team, but just trying out will
be an experience,” Wheeler
said. “I’ll definitely still take
classes.”
As for dancing together
coming to a close, they are all
sad to see it end. After years
of practices, rehearsals and
performances, they will finally part ways after the UMaine
Dance Team Clinic on Feb.
28.
“I’m not really an emotional person. I think about graduation and how that will be
hard. Then I think about dance
team and I feel like it’s going
to be so much harder,” Wheeler said. “It’s what I looked forward to the most. It got more
important to me every year.”
“It’s definitely been the
best part of college,” Sanzaro
said.

James Winters, Contributor

Maine-based band, Rustic Overtones.

Rustic

from A12
who hope hosting the group
will draw a large and diverse
crowd to their stage and grow
their local band scene.
“We’re just in the beginning stages of getting the
bands in here,” Jessica Paschal, front-of-house manager
at The Boomhouse, said.
“It’s great with the University of Maine being so close
for students to have that opportunity to come and be able
to experience the bands,” she
said.

Bands

from A12
the pines, not from lack of
the sun, but from bliss of
the woods.” There’s also a
live set featuring songs like
lighthearted folk number
“Young Kids” and country-tinted “Movin’ On In.”
Wyld Lyfe
Members: Sean Randall,
Jackson Cromwell
While Maine’s folk scene
might be the most noted,
there is also a community
of alternative musicians that
are starting to rise to the surface. Wyld Lyfe, consisting
of students Sean Randall
and Jackson Cromwell, are
an emerging part of it. The
duo performs in the Orono
and Belfast areas and has a
few local radio appearances behind them, on stations
like Blue Hill’s WERU 89.9
FM.
Earlier this month, their
single “Tangle” was included on the compilation
“The Sounds of Old Men,”
released by Belfast-based
record label Sweet Pizza

Paschal, who is 35, said
the group’s impact on the
restaurant is its ability to draw
a wide and diverse group of
people to her local business.
“It’s not just students from
the University of Maine that
are coming. The Rustic Overtones have been around for so
long that it’s people that are
my age and older,” she said.
“It’s a wide range of ages
coming out to enjoy it.”
There’s no doubt the band
will enjoy it, as well. A group
founded in small venue rock
music, the Overtones are
excited to bring their music
to an up-and-coming local

scene.
“When we wrote all this
material for the Mood Box,
it was the exact kind of environment we were in, was
playing in small clubs like
that,” Gutter said.
“To do these songs, songs
that span our whole career,
out live in those kind of venues, in the same cities, it’s really cool.”
The Rustic Overtones
will play at The Boomhouse
Restaurant in Old Town at 9
p.m., Saturday, Feb. 28. More
information can be found online at https://www.facebook.
com/TheBoomhouse.

Records. The track is part
Jack White, part Velvet
Underground and part The
B-52’s: raw, a bit surfy and
a lot garage-y, an engaging
listen that’s as unnerving as
it is enjoyable.

Members: Brandon Poli,
Trevor Legassie, Cameron
Stewart, Zach Davis

The Skastitutes
Members: Nolan MacDonnell, Kyle Stetson, Tom
Merrow, Sean MacDonnell,
Blake Peachey
The Skastitutes have
long been the most popular band in Orono, which
is likely a big part of why
they continue to go on when
a band member graduates.
The group has somewhat of
a rotating lineup, including
the iteration that won the
first UMaine’s Got Talent
event in 2012.
They’re often seen playing venues in and around
Orono, like Woodman’s
and Tantrum in Bangor,
performing ska covers and
original songs. They even
had the honor of opening for
Bad Rabbits when they performed at UMaine in September 2011.
Turner

Yao An and Sha Liao perform a modern Chinese dance at the 2015 International Dance
Festival at the University of Maine.

izes a showcasing of their
unique cultural identities.
Shirly Stephen is an Indian student who danced in the
festival’s two Bollywood-inspired pieces, complete with
brightly colored dresses and
lavish hairstyles.
Stephen, who studies
spatial information sciences,
said dancing in the festival
represents her diverse Indi-

an origins.
“Dancing is something I
would always do back home
in India,” Stephen said.
“India is a country with so
much diversity. Every state
has got its own culture, its
own different kind of music, its own different kind of
dance styles,” she said.
“I know that Bollywood
is really famous amongst

Courtesy of Julia Ferris

the international people and
it has a huge Western influence, too,” Stephen said.
“I’m really proud to represent a mixture of all these
different styles to the international community.”
This is a sentiment
shared by all dancers, none
of whom are professionals,
but only wish to share their
heritages with their univer-

Although they don’t yet
have a recorded release,
Turner has made their name
in Orono through electric
basement shows in and
around Orono, as well as
being the victors of the 2014
UMaine’s Got Talent event.
The self-defined post-hardcore group consists of four
new media students who
realized a band would just
work.
“The first practice we
had was mind-blowing… it
was like realizing ‘Wow, we
have such good synergy,’”
Poli said.
The group is looking to
parlay this momentum into
a larger regional fan base,
starting by booking more
gigs in the Orono area this
summer. Fans are excited
for them to release new material, but they see the pressure as a positive sign.
“I love the anticipation
of people expecting for us to
do things and not being patient for us to release things.
Excited accountability is the
best,” Davis said.

Alan Bennett, Contributor
Alan Bennett, Contributor

sity community.
“A lot of the people from
the community that come
would expect to think that
a lot of these students have
professional training or
have been lifelong dancers
and that’s definitely not the
case,” Bishop said. “It really
shows the impact not only of
culture, but also the arts for
University students.”
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Reviews
José González
“Vestiges & Claws”

Imperial Recordings

Mumford & Sons is
both a gift and a curse.
They revitalized public
perception of folk music
and made it popular again.
In the early 2010s, everybody was making folk
music, which inevitably
means many people were
making it poorly.
It seemed every prom
king with a trendy haircut
stumbled into an acoustic
guitar and tried to express
himself, but acoustic guitar and a melody isn’t folk
music: it’s a part, but not
the entirety. It needs heart.
Not mass-produced Hallmark heart, but real feeling, a pained poignancy
or joyous jubilation that
serves as the thread preventing the sweater from
falling apart.
Swedish singer-songwriter José González has
been around for a few
years longer than Mumford & Sons, so he is in no
way a part of the wave of
groups riding the ripples
caused by their massive
impact. But he knows how
to make folk that feels
important, actually better than Mumford & Sons
does, or at the very least,
in a distinct way.
While the English fourpiece use bluegrass instrumentation to produce
U2-sized stadium epics,
González is decidedly
more scaled down, but
only in perceived size. His
voice is soft and instrumentation sparse, but he
uses what he has efficiently.
Folk music presents an
important challenge: making each song stand out
despite using two or three
instruments at most, while
also making the tracks
work in context of each
other. “Vestiges & Claws,”
González’s first album in
eight years, is potpourri:
an amalgamation of dried
flower petals, dehydrated
cranberries, foraged twigs
and teacup pinecones that
comes together for a united olfactory experience.
González has been relatively inactive the past few
years, but it seems he’s
been watching his rising
contemporaries do their
thing and absorbing the
best of their elements into
his own style.
“Let It Carry You” has
a breezy Jack Johnson island life vibe, then treads
into atmospheric indie
folk territory with the harmonized vocals that close
the track. “With The Ink
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of a Ghost” comes off as
a better Joshua Radin or
another one of those melancholic artists Zach Braff
includes in his movie and
TV soundtracks. “Every
Age” is akin female-led
epic indie groups like
Daughter and Your Friend,
but intimate in a different
way, more understated and
less bombastic, but as impactful.
There’s a lot here, but
nothing pulls too intensely
in any direction to throw
it off balance. Lyrically,
it’s also centered. “Every
age has its turn / Every
branch of the tree has to
learn / Learn to grow, find
its way, / Make the best of
this short-lived stay,” he
sings in “Every Age.”
“See the migrant birds
pass by / Taking off to
warmer skies / Hear them
singing out their songs /
Tune in, realize nothing’s
wrong,” he croons in “Let
It Carry You.” It’s simple
and without much flourish,
almost charming in its vanilla-ness.
González’s return is
a beautiful thing for the
state of folk music. It’s
been stagnant since its
popularization, an unfortunate side effect of the
double-edged sword of
notoriety. Folk got big,
more people wanted it,
musicians started writing
to please more people,
which inevitably ends up
pandering to the lowest
common denominator.
But not González. He
hearkens back to a time
when folk was more than
the guy trying to impress
girls into his dorm room,
back when folk didn’t
simply mean unplugged.
Folk, or at least popular
folk, has become an awful bore as of late, but
people like González are
doing something about
it.
Maybe he sat out all
these years waiting for
this tide of mediocrity
to pass so his genuinely worthwhile material
would be able to shine
through.
Regardless,
his reemergence is welcomed. The last vestiges of the passing tide of
mediocre folk are fading,
and the claws are coming
back out.

Amanda Clark
Contributor
A beautifully crafted film
that displays some of our history’s ugliest moments, “Selma” will stick in your mind
the way a history lecture never could.
The film, directed by
Ava DuVernay and written
by Paul Webb, offers more
than a review of history. It
transports its viewers to the
1960’s, to a time where Martin Luther King Jr. led the
voting-rights march from
Selma, Alabama to the state
capitol in Montgomery. The
atmosphere of the film leaves
a pit in the viewer’s stomach,
and makes them feel as if the
march is raging right outside their window and racist
brutality is knocking at their
doorsteps.
King is played by David
Oyelowo, depicted as a leader in peace who is uncomfortable in the spotlight. The film
is not a biography of a hero,
but gives depth to the behindthe-scenes of the voting rights
movement. The film addresses King’s personal struggles
— including infidelity — in
parallel with his struggles to
bring peace and fundamental
rights to black people in the
United States.
The same year the landmark 1964 Civil Rights Act
was put in place, which legally desegregated the south,
Martin Luther King, Jr. accepted his Nobel Peace Prize.
But Selma was far from
change. The town remained
a dangerous place for black
individuals, especially when
it came to voting registration.
The director did not wait long
to rip the hearts out of its
viewers with a scene showing the deaths of four young
black children in a church that
is the aim of racist violence.
The scene erupts in an explosion, then moves in slow motion, leaving two hands over
your mouth and the first tear
falling softly onto the floor.
At the beginning of the
film, Annie Lee Cooper,
played by Oprah Winfrey, is
turned away from registering
to vote for failing to name
all of Alabama County’s 67
judges. This was far from uncommon. To keep black people out of the justice systems,
voting officials used a variety
of tactics to inhibit them from
registering, which would
make them ineligible for
positions in the system. The
encouragement of inhibition
of black voters was perpetuated by the racist Governor
George Wallace, played by
Tim Roth.
The history textbooks
erupt to life when protests
begin to form in Selma and

TWEET US!
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surrounding towns, leading to
numerous arrests. King and
Ralph Abernathy, a member of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
member, spent time in jail
after leading a demonstration
in front of the Selma Courthouse.
When King meets with
President Lyndon B. Johnson to ask for federal legislation allowing black citizens
to register to vote without
opposition, Johnson gives a
not-so-elegant response that
simply translates to “I have
more important things to
worry about.” Determination
burned in King’s eyes as he
politely thanked Johnson for
his time. He immediately announced plans for a march
from Selma to Montgomery,
Alabama.
A mass of hundreds of people were met by State troopers, cavalry and the sheriff as
they approached the Edmund
Pettus Bridge, which would
deliver them over the Alabama River. The marchers
were told to disperse. They
refused, and the movie broke
out in violence that caught the
attention of the media and the
White House.
A second march took to
the streets of Alabama. When
the marchers met authorities
at the bridge again, King,
after kneeling down to pray,
stood up, turned around and
headed back. With every step
King took backwards, anxiety and questions filled the
minds of the marchers, leaving many civil rights activists
critical of King’s retreat.
As we know from the history books, the monumental
march did finally take place.
The marchers reach Montgomery and King delivers
his speech on the steps of
the State Capitol, marking a
point in time where equality
for African Americans was
approaching.
By examining the many
smaller stories within the
larger event that was the
March on Selma, the director
and writer widened the lens
for viewers to give tribute to
one of America’s most monumental moments. The further
we get from historical events,
the easier it gets for the details to fade. Selma sharpens
the image, telling the compelling story to remind us of the
historical events that shape
our world today.

Matt Baucum
Contributor
No game is more deserving of a remake than “The
Legend of Zelda: Majora’s
Mask,” the black sheep of
the Zelda franchise. With origins in the failed Nintendo
64 Disk Drive project, and
a flawed release overall —
due to its need for a RAM
addition that many Nintendo 64 players did not have
— “Majora’s Mask” never
saw much action in its initial release in 2000. Despite
Nintendo’s pushes to have
the game re-released on both
the Gamecube and Wii Virtual Console later on, it still
never saw any large success.
Regardless of these unfortunate events, “Majora’s
Mask” is by far one of the
greatest
action-adventure
games ever released, still
holding true today with its
3DS re-release.
The game follows Link,
the longstanding hero of the
series, as he seeks a way to
stop the Skull Kid, an imp,
who after discovering an
ancient mask of evil, the Majora’s Mask, has willed the
moon to drop from the sky
and destroys Termina, the
setting of the game.
Link is able to do this
through the help of finding
masks of his own which allow him to do anything from
talking to animals, to running at inhuman speeds.
This is just a small taste
of the huge, complex world
of “Majora’s Mask.” It’s
amazing how much life is
found in this game. There is
a huge cast of characters to
meet and learn about in your
travels. In fact, it’s necessary
for your success to know
these people.
You are only given three
in-game days to save the
world, which translates to
about an hour in real life.
Link is given the ability to
travel back in time to the
beginning of the cycle whenever he wants, however, this
resets everything you’ve
done so far. Learning about
characters, what you need
to do to help them, or where
they’ll be at a certain time of
day is imperative, otherwise
you’ll be stuck reliving the
same three days over and
over again without making
any progress.
Learning about where to
find items, where those items
are useful and even ways to
bypass certain enemies are
all important things you will
learn in your quest, too. Fortunately a lot of this information is kept in the useful
Bomber’s Notebook, which
records NPC’s schedules,
quests and you can even set
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alarms for certain events.
It is important to mention
that there is a lot of dark and
disturbing imagery in this
game despite its cartoonish appearance. This is not
a happy game. In fact, this
is one of the saddest games
ever made. As the three days
pass, more characters begin
to lose hope, some unravel and go insane. There are
many powerful scenes on the
last day of people coming
to terms with loss and their
own death, while some refuse to accept it. There’s one
particular set of interactions
that leads to two people finding love minutes before the
end of the world. Very few
games have ever been this
emotional.
There are a few differences from the original in
terms of gameplay that make
it less tedious to do some of
the quests within the time
cycle. However, don’t think
the game has been made any
easier because of this. Boss
fights and dungeons have
been redesigned to be more
challenging to balance out
these new changes. Don’t
expect to find all the items
and masks in the same places they were in the original
games if you are a veteran player. There have been
numerous changes to item
placement either to make
more sense with the story, or
in game progression.
The graphics are greatly
improved. The game looks
a lot brighter, and sharper
as well. Utilizing the 3D is
highly recommended, as
some environments look utterly stunning with it.
There are some downsides to the remake, however. Controls have been reworked to suit the 3DS, and
while this works in some areas, such as gyroscopic aiming allowed by the 3DS’ motion sensor, there are some
major downsides, the biggest offender being the new
swimming controls, which
take a lot to get used to especially if you’re coming in
expecting the original’s very
fluid, and intuitive design.
“Majora’s Mask” has finally gotten the release it
deserves. This fun, challenging game will keep you enthralled for hours, and it’s a
great place to start if you’ve
never played a Legend of
Zelda game before.
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NEW AND UPCOMING RELEASES

COLUMN

Feb. 23
Feb. 23
Feb. 23
Feb. 27
Feb. 27
Feb. 24

Mat Kearney, Just Kids
Screaming Females, Rose Mountain
The Airborne Toxic Event, Dope Machines
Focus (in theaters)
The Lazarus Effect (in theaters)
Big Hero 6 (on DVD)

How I Hear It

The perfect playlist for
your spring break

A9

Reviews

José González, “Vestiges & Claws”
“Selma”
“The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask”

A11

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Monday, Feb. 23
Lecture: The Science
of When Science
Doesn’t Matter (and
what to do about it)
3 to 4:30 p.m.
Norman Smith Hall
Rm. 107

International
Dance Festival
highlights
student diversity

Film: Mandela Long
Walk to Freedom
6:30 p.m.
DPC 217

Alan Bennett, Contributor

Panyang Hu performs Jing hong Wu: A Chinese Classic Dance at the 2015 International Dance Festival
at the University of Maine.

Alan Bennett
Contributor
Shakespeare once wrote
that “All the world’s a
stage,” and all the world
was on the stage Saturday,
Feb. 21, as the 11th annual
International Dance Festival
filled the Collins Center for
the Arts with a passion for
both dance and diversity.
University of Maine students from across the globe

danced traditional pieces
from China, Vietnam, Ireland and Brazil, among other countries, to an audience
of more than 750 students,
faculty and community
members.
“The University of Maine
really is a diverse place and
I think this is just sort of the
showcase for it, really,” Sarah Joughin, Assistant Director of International Student
& Scholar Services, said of

the event.
With 14 dances representing more than two dozen cultural backgrounds, the
crowd witnessed a cultural
tour of the world in just under two hours.
“More people come every year. It’s a great opportunity for the campus to get
that diversity that, really
Culturefest in the fall and
[International Dance Festival] in the spring, offers,”

Jessica Bishop, dance coordinator of the festival, said.
“It’s a great opportunity to come together and
just experience ‘around the
world’ in Orono, Maine,”
she said.
Joughin said the event
brings a new cultural perspective to a state often ridiculed for its lack of diversity.
“To me I think what it
shows is just how diverse

we are,” Joughin said. “Being here in Maine, you
know, ‘the whitest state in
the nation,’ ‘we’re so not diverse.’ That’s a lot of times
what you hear,” she said.
Initially a student idea,
the festival began 11 years
ago in Minsky Recital Hall,
but the crowd quickly outgrew the capacity of that
space. The next year, the
See Dance on A10

The bands of UMaine Coming Home

Student talent showcased in variety of genres, acts

Rustic Overtones recognize roots
for upcoming show
Alan Bennett
Contributor
M

M

Top (R-L): GoldenOak (Courtesy of Peter Coleman), Turner (File Photo).
Bottom (R-L): Skastitutes (File Photo), Wyld Lyfe (Courtesy of Facebook).

Derrick Rossignol
Editor in Chief
Orono isn’t the cultural center of Maine by any
stretch, but the college town
often isn’t given enough
credit in entertainment circles. Big schools like the
University of Maine draw
people from around the
world, bringing in talents
from varying backgrounds
and diverse mindsets. It
makes sense that some of
these people got together to
write, perform and record
music, and what has resulted
is an intimate but active music scene in the Orono area
led by UMaine students.
The Maine Campus has
talked about some of these
groups during Music Month,
so in the farewell issue and

the last paper before spring
break, let’s take one more
look at the sounds emerging from garages, recording
spaces and venues in Orono
and beyond.
GoldenOak
Members: Zak Kendall,
Lena Kendall, Seth Wegner,
Peter Coleman, Julian Stearns
Maine performers like
Jacob Augustine and The
Ghost of Paul Revere are
the leaders of Maine’s fledging folk scene, but Farmington-based
GoldenOak
are trying to find their way
into the mix. With the exception of New Jersey native Stearns, the group grew
up together in Farmington.
Friendship came first, then

the band sort of just happened.
“That’s how it kind of
all started out, just friends
around a fire playing music,” vocalist and percussionist Lena Kendall said.
“Seth would bring his cello
out, or Zach would have
his guitar always, or someone would be like beating a
drum on a rock and so it just
kind of transgressed from
that into more of a band.”
GoldenOak is currently
recording their debut EP, but
already have other material
available on their Soundcloud page, like “Montana,”
an emotive ode to rurality: “The woods are more
friendly than a pineless
abode. And I’ve shivered in
See Bands on A10
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Take a band
that’s played
for 20 years.
Give them just
a stand, a microphone, an
amp and maybe a light or
two, and what happens?
Most bands would shake
their heads in disbelief.
Where are the lasers? Where
are the costumes?
For Portland, Mainebased Rustic Overtones, it’s
just another show.
“We kind of put on a nofrills rock show for a long
time. Sometimes there’s a
big light show or sometimes
there’s one light,” Dave
Gutter, lead singer of Rustic
Overtones, said. “We don’t
have video screens and all
that, it’s just about the music.”
And after 20 years of playing together, one of Maine’s
well-known rock bands is
ready to show it. In December the group released “The
Mood Box”, a four-disc
compilation of more than 70
songs from throughout the
group’s career, as well as
some new ones.
“Rustic is a band that
has been all over the place
stylistically. If you listen to
one of our records it sounds
like ADHD,” Gutter said.
“There’s a whole bunch of
different genres that we tap
into.”
“The Mood Box” is divided, by disc, into themed
sections. Gutter explains one
CD will feature rock music,
us

another will feature mellow
songs and another will feature popular songs spanning
the band’s career. The fourth
disc, the Fan Box, will feature
rare live performances and
previously unreleased music,
as well as a cover of Miley
Cyrus’ famous “Wrecking
Ball.”
Despite the group’s success, they haven’t forgotten
their origins as a local Maine
band. The group will play at
The Boomhouse Restaurant
in Old Town on Feb. 28, a
small venue for some, but
home for the Overtones.
“We’ve been playing for
20 years, but the majority of
that 20 years, over the whole
grand scheme of things,
we’re more used to small
clubs than giant venues,”
Gutter explained. “That’s
kind of where where we got
our start, kind of where our
roots are.”
“As far as getting a connection from the audience, it
happens in a way in a small
venue that it doesn’t in a big
venue,” he said.
Part of the excitement,
Gutter said, is the way crowds
change over time.
“Fans kind of cycle in
as the times change and
evolve,” he said. “Even
though we have fans that
have been around since the
beginning who are older, the
people who are getting out
and staying out all night, are
the college kids.”
It’s a sentiment shared
by those at The Boomhouse,
See Rustic on A10

Student-Athlete Talkent Show
7 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
Tuesday, Feb. 24
Renter’s Fair
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Union
American Institute
of Engineers: Professional Lisencing
5:30 p.m.
Soderberg Lecture
Hall
Wednesday, Feb. 25
Renter’s Fair
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Union
Visiting Artist Lecture Series: Dawn
Stoppiello
7 to 9 p.m.
Lord Hall
Thursday, Feb. 26
Non-Mono Sexual
Peer-Ed
1 to 3 p.m.
Totman Room
Jack Burt and Laura
Artensani with Orchestra Facult Recital
7:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
Trans101
6 p.m.
Rainbow Resource
Room (Rm. 224
Union)
Friday, Feb. 27
Stars
7 to 9 p.m.
Emera Astronomy
Center
Saturday, Feb. 28
Spring Break Begins
Partners for World
Health Craft Fair
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Orono American
Legion

Sports
WOMeN’s ICe HOCkey
Black Bears swept by UConn
Women’s ice hockey fall
in overtime before losing
6-2 Sunday afternoon.
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UMAINE RESULTS

1/18 Men’s basketball at UMass Lowell
Women’s basketball at UVM
1/21 Women’s ice hockey vs. UConn
Women’s basketball at Binghamton
Baseball vs. Clemson
Men’s ice hockey vs. Northeatern

Loss
Win
Loss
Win
Loss
Win

82-71
57-54
2-1
70-56
10-2
6-3

WOMeN’s BasketbaLL
Black Bears take to the road
Little shines as UMaine
drops a pair of road
games last week.

B3

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4

Vesey leads Maine to split with Huskies
Jacob Posik
Staff Writer
The weekend was feast
and famine for the University of Maine men’s ice hockey team, falling Friday night
to Northeastern University
before besting the Huskies
Saturday for Senior Night.
The Black Bears now sit at
eighth place in the Hockey
East Conference with an
8-10-2 record.
Huskies upend Black
Bears
A three-goal rally in the
third period wasn’t enough
for the Black Bears to upend the surging Huskies, as
the University of Maine fell
to Northeastern 6-4 Friday
night at Alfond Arena. The
Huskies were 7-1-2 in their
last 10 games entering Friday’s contest, and extend
their winning streak to seven games with the victory.
First-year wing Dylan
Sikura tallied two goals on
the night, and second-year
forward John Stevens added a trio of assists to lift the
Huskies over their Hockey
East conference opponent.
A slew of odd-man rushes
turned into points for the
Huskies, who converted
three for goals in the contest.
“In this league, to get two
points at this stage of the
season is critical, so we’re
happy with the two points,”
Huskies head coach Jim
Madigan said.
Northeastern jumped out
of the gates with a four-goal
lead through the first period,
and never looked back.
The opening period began with Black Bears thirdyear captain Devin Shore
earning a boarding call just
over one minute into action,

Men’s ice hockey celebrates their victory against Northeastern Saturday night.

and Northeastern would
convert the power play opportunity and continued to
pour it on from there.
Setting up in the offensive zone on the power play,
second-year defender Matt
Benning took a slap shot
from the point that deflected off the chest of the Black
Bears starting second-year
goaltender Matt Morris.
The puck landed left of the
crease, where third-year defender Colton Saucerman
found the puck and clapped
it in from point blank range
for a 1-0 Huskies lead.

Fourth-year Northeastern
captain Adam Reid would
find the back of the net for
the Huskies again under a
minute later. Skating down
ice on a 2-on-1 opportunity,
first-year defender Trevor
Owens passed through the
slot to second-year center
Brendan Collier, who connected on a wrist shot over
the glove of Morris to double the Northeastern lead.
The Black Bears defensive woes didn’t end there.
First-year wing Dylan Sikura found the back of the net
on a lazy defensive play by

Elizabeth Holt, Staff Photographer

Maine. Stevens was pinned
against the boards by a
Black Bears defender, but
managed to send a backhand
pass into the slot to Sikura,
who had nobody within six
feet of him. Sikura sent an
easy wrister into the back of
the net to increase the Huskies lead to 3-0.
Finally,
second-year
wing Zach Ashton-Reese
found twine on another 2 on
1 opportunity for Northeastern. Fourth-year assistant
captain Torin Snydeman assisted on the play.
“There’s a principle

of defense called stick to
puck,” Maine coach Red
Gendron said after the game.
“We were skating at their
guys with our sticks in the
air… unacceptable.”
Both teams tallied a goal
in a less lopsided period for
Maine. Despite being outshot and out-possessed with
the puck, fourth-year wing
Connor Leen found the back
of the net to give Maine life
early in the period.
Second-year wing Blaine
Byron checked a Huskies
defender behind the net,
stealing the puck and send-

ing a timely pass into the
slot to Leen. Leen hesitated
and fired a snap shot under
the arm of Huskies fourthyear netminder Clay Witt
to cut Northeastern’s lead
down to 4-1.
Second-year center Mike
Szmatula responded for the
Huskies later in the period.
Skating up ice on yet another 2-on-1 opportunity,
first-year wing Nolan Stevens chipped a pass up ice
through the legs of a Black
Bear defender to SzmatuSee Hockey on B5

Anderson nearing end of career Little shines for
men’s basketball
Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor

Natural Born Leader
It has been a long road for
the University of Maine women’s basketball team in the last
four years. A coaching change
four seasons ago and a couple of years near the bottom
of their conference preceded
where they are now, atop the
America East Conference.
The one on-court presence
that has been there through it
all has been fourth-year guard
Courtney Anderson, who took
on a leadership role from day
one.
“I’ve felt that responsibility since I got here,” Anderson
said. “I had to grow up quickly
and I fill that position naturally.
I’m very vocal and I try to take
advantage of knowing what
coach is saying and what he’s
looking for.”
With the team in the midst
of a 13-game winning streak,
it is easy to forget the struggles that the program has gone
through for the last few years.
In her first two years as a Black
Bear, the team went a combined 12-48.
Anderson was recruited
by former head coach Cindy
Blodgett, who was fired before
Anderson had the chance to
play for her. Instead, she has
played her four years under
the leadership of current head
coach Richard Barron.
Out of the five players that

Spencer Bergholtz
Contributor

Anderson will be celebrated on Senior Night next week.

came in Anderson’s recruiting
class, she is the lone senior
left on the team. Throughout
the adversity in adjusting to
a coach that didn’t recruit her
and a youthful team in her early years, Anderson has persevered.
“I think I fit in well with
what coach was looking for in
that I’m a hard-working person
who controls the two things
that we can control: attitude
and effort,” Anderson said.
Though he didn’t recruit
her himself, Baron had high
expectations of Anderson from
the get-go. Though she is a
natural born leader, it didn’t all
come easy.
“It was difficult in the way
that Coach Barron wanted

me to lead,” Anderson said.
“Pieces like holding people accountable wasn’t easy for me
because I’m not much of a person that likes conflict whatsoever, so that was a big problem
for me.”
The women’s basketball team has drawn some of
their larger crowds in the last
month or so, making for some
loud playing environments.
Through the noise, Anderson’s
voice can be heard barking orders and calling plays.
That leadership starts in
practice, where the team breaks
up into white and blue teams.
The blue team is composed of
starters and players who are on
the court for the majority of the
game, while the white is large-
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ly underclassmen. Anderson
heads the white team and takes
pride taking underclassmen
such as second-year Sheraton
Jones under her wing.
“I thoroughly enjoy playing
with them every single day,”
Anderson said. “They’re a really good group of young kids
that are working really hard to
make this program better.”
Growing up around the
game
Anderson grew up watching Maine High School basketball, falling in love with the
game during school breaks at
the Augusta Civic Center and
Cross Insurance Arena in Portland.
See Anderson on B3

The University of Maine
men’s basketball team struggled on the weekend but
competed hard, dropping
close contests to the University of Massachusetts (UMass) Lowell and the University of Maryland-Baltimore
County (UMBC). The Black
Bears are now at the bottom
of the America East Conference with a 2-12 conference
record.
Lowell edges Black
Bears
The Maine Black Bears
Basketball team traveled
down to UMass Lowell,
where Maine fell just short
82-71 in a tight game that
was close from the opening
tip until the final two minutes.
UMass Lowell started
off strong scoring the first
five points of the game and
taking a commanding 1810 lead only 7 minutes into
the game. Maine came back
with a 10-3 run after a timeout led by Aaron Calixte,
scoring six points in two
minutes. The two teams then
traded buckets for the rest
of the half, heading into the
break with the score 33-31
Lowell.
First-year guard Kevin

Little came out and knocked
down a nice jump shot on
Maine’s opening possession
of the second half to tie it up
at 33-33. The River Hawks
outscored Maine eight to
three taking the lead 41-36
after the jumper.
The Black Bears kept
coming back at them with
a couple of threes from
fourth-year guard Zarko Valjarevic and interior baskets
from third-year forward Till
Gloger. The score stood at
46-45 Lowell with 12 minutes remaining.
The River Hawks and
first-year guard Lance Crawford stayed hot down the
stretch, brushing off Maine’s
final push at the end. Crawford hit a three-point dagger
with 4 minutes left to push
the River Hawks ahead 6758 and they never looked
back after it.
Crawford was lights out
all night long from the getgo. Crawford finished the
night with 35 points to go
along with four assists and
two steals. Lowell also had
great production from other
first-year guard Matt Harris.
Harris came off the bench
and shot 7 of 13 from the
field for 21 points, connecting four times from downSee Basketball on B5
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Women’s basketball atop America East Conference
Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
women’s basketball team extended their winning streak
to 13 games last week, picking up a pair of road wins.
The Black Bears now sit
atop the America East Conference with a 21-6 overall
mark and 13-1 conference
record.
Black Bears take down
UVM
The Black Bears narrowly escaped the University of
Vermont (UVM) with a win,
edging the Catamounts 5754 Wednesday night.
The Black Bears increased their winning streak
to 12 games and their conference record to 12-1, which
places them tied for first
place in the America East
Conference.
UMaine struggled from
beyond the arc, connecting on just 18 percent of
three-pointers. The long ball
is generally a major strength
for the Black Bears and was
one that they struggled without. The Catamounts, on the
other hand, shot just under
37 percent from beyond the
arc for the game.
UVM got out to a quick
start and a 9-5 advantage due
to four quick points from
third-year guard Niki Taylor,
who had 14 points and nine
boards.
The Black Bears fought
back and a back and forth affair ensued for much of the

first frame. The Catamounts
dominated
the
boards,
out-rebounding UMaine 2014 in the first half and 33-28
for the game.
UVM held their largest
lead of the game, a five-point
advantage, with four minutes
left in the first frame. The
Black Bears proceeded on a
6-0 run that was capped off
by a third-year guard Sophie
Weckstrom layup to send
UMaine into the half with a
slim 25-24 advantage.
The Black Bears picked
up where they left off in the
second half, extending their
lead to 36-28 behind stellar
play from second-year guard
Sigi Koizar. Koizar led all
scorers with 16 points for the
game.
The Catamounts battled
back by hitting back-to-back
three-pointers and nailing a
layup to cut the UMaine lead
back down to two.
UVM second-year guard
Kylie Butler hit some clutch
shots for the Catamounts,
scoring 14 points and dishing out four rebounds and a
pair of assists.
Weckstrom put some distance back between them by
scoring five quick points.
Weckstrom had a total of 10
points in the winning effort
in addition to four rebounds
and a steal.
UMaine
fourth-year
guard Courtney Anderson
iced the game in the closing
seconds with a pair of clutch
free-throws to close out the
Catamounts.

The Black Bears are now in first place in the America East Conference.

Third-year guard Liz
Wood had a solid all-around
game for the Black Bears,
scoring nine points to go
along with four steals, four
assists and seven rebounds.
UMaine blows out Binghamton
The Black Bears wasted
no time Saturday afternoon,
jumping out to a 10-0 lead.
Wood and third-year forward
Bella Swan combined for the
first 10 points of the game.
Third-year UMaine guard
Lauren Bodine followed up

their fast starts with back-toback three-pointers, pushing
the Black Bears’ lead to 167.
Wood and Bodine then
both hit threes, pushing their
lead to 13. Wood and Bodine both had a team-high 17
points, with Wood adding 10
rebounds for a double-double.
The Bearcats were led
by first-year guard Jasmine Sina, who poured
in 18 points. Fourth-year
guard Sherae Swinson added a double-double with 12

points and 10 rebounds.
The Black Bears were
able to allow their bench
players to get some time in
the game with the lead that
they built up, with none of
their players playing over 32
minutes.
UMaine continued to
dominate the first half, ending with a 33-19 advantage.
The Black Bears shot
well from the field, shooting
48 percent from the field and
31 percent from beyond the
arc. Efficient shooting from
Bodine helped spur UMaine,
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as she was 5-7 from downtown.
The Bearcats were able
to keep pace with the Black
Bears for the beginning of
the second half, going shotfor-shot, though the lead that
UMaine had built up was too
much to overcome. UMaine
was able to extend their lead
with solid post play from
third-year forward Mikaela
Gustaffson.
The Black Bears will be
back in action Thursday,
Feb. 27 for Senior Night at
the Cross Insurance Center.

Hockey East playoff picture becoming clearer
Jacob Posik
Staff Writer
The University of Massachusetts (UMass) Lowell
River Hawks have won the
last two Hockey East conference tournaments on the back
of goaltender Connor Hellebuyck, who was named the
tournament MVP in both seasons. Now, Hellebuyck plays
between the posts for the St.
Johns Ice Caps in the AHL,
and the River Hawks have to
rely on the talents of thirdyear netminder Kevin Boyle
for a chance to win their third
straight Hockey East title.
Sitting in third place in
the conference standings, the
River Hawks are in good position to take their third consecutive title. Boyle has been
stout in net this season, posting a 14-7-4 overall record
with a 2.48 GAA. First-year
standout forward C.J. Smith
leads the team with 30 points
on 13 goals and 17 assists.
Second-year defenders Dylan
Zink and Michael Kapla anchor a defense that has only
given up 47 goals in 19 games
against Hockey East opponents. The pressure to perform will be on Boyle down
the stretch against teams like

Boston University and Boston College (BC), and his
play will ultimately determine
their fate.
BU and BC bested the River Hawks in the regular season,
but their standing is not telling
of what has occurred thus far
between all three teams. BU
swept UMass-Lowell in their
season series, but the River
Hawks beat and tied BC in
their series, and BU and BC
split a series in regular season
action. In other words, any of
these three teams could end
up on top.
The Terriers led Hockey
East with a 13-3-2 record,
and 19-5-4 overall. BU packs
a one-two punch offensively
with the top two scorers in
Hockey East on their roster.
First-year forward Jack Eichel
has been on another planet this
season, leading all of Hockey
East in scoring with 16 goals
and 31 assists for a total of
47 points. Second-year forward Evan Rodriguez posted
13 goals and 29 assists for 42
points, just behind Eichel.
BU also has an advantage
in the crease, where third-year
Matt O’Connor plays for the
Terriers. O’Connor has a 2.05
GAA. O’Connor is mobile
and has a great sense for the

puck. His .821 win percentage
against conference opponents
is the best in Hockey East.
BC has 12 players posting
double-digit numbers in the
point column, led by first-year
forward Alex Tuch with 25.
Tuch, drafted 18th overall in
the 2014 draft by Minnesota,
knows how to get it done on
the ice. He’s a great facilitator with the puck and fits well
into head coach Jerry York’s
system. When Tuch doesn’t
have his hands on the puck,
second-year forwards Adam
Gilmour and Ryan Fitzgerald
are creating plays for the Eagles’ offense, posting 23 and
21 points respectively this
season.
Second-year goaltender
Thatcher Demko has been
stellar in net for the Eagles all
year, and plays with the poise
of a seasoned, fourth-year
player. He’s posted a .923
save percentage on the season
and only 2.25 GAA, and a 9-2
record.
Providence is lead by
their outstanding third-year
goaltender Jon Gillies, who
posted a 2.00 GAA in the regular season. Despite his 9-7-1
record in Hockey East play,
Gillies has a .944 save percentage, and needs help from

his offense if the Friars want
to upend BU, BC or UMass-Lowell.
Deeper in the field are
Notre Dame and Maine, who
have lowly records, but talented offenses and solid goaltending, making them both
threats to contend with the top
three teams.
The Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame have talented forwards
in second-year Vince Hinostroza and third-year Mario
Lucia. Hinostroza is a playmaker, and his vision on the
ice could set up opportunities
for his teammates and surprise the likes of O’Connor,
Demko and Gillies. First-year
goaltender Cal Petersen had a
decent first season, but his durability and puck vision will
be tested in the tournament.
Petersen has played in only
23 games so far this season,
with 13 contests started by
second-year Chad Katunar.
Maine played well in the
second half of their season,
but will have to remain consistent if they want to make
it deep into the tournament.
Third-year captain Devin
Shore is a threat from anywhere on the ice, and can help
set up shot opportunities for
second-year forwards Cam

Brown and Blaine Byron. In
front of the net, Maine has
struggled all season. Firstyear Sean Romeo and second-year Matt Morris have
had difficulty tracking pucks,
but have both have proven to
be effective in spurts. If both
can be on in unison for the
tournament, the Black Bears
might stand a chance against
some of their heavyweight
opponents.
The hottest team entering
the tournament is the Northeastern Huskies, who have
gone 8-1-1 in their last 10
games and sit in fifth in the
standings. Third-year wing
Kevin Roy is tied with teammate and second-year forward
Dalen Hedges for points on
the season with 20. Roy has
explosive speed, can breakout
on any given play and disrupt
the timing of the best defenses Hockey East has to offer.
Their goaltender, fourth-year
Clay Witt, is well-seasoned
in net, posting a 10-6-2 record
for the Huskies with a .910
save percentage.
Down the stretch, the team
that has the best goaltending will win the tournament.
Hockey East is home to so
many talented goal-scorers
that goaltending is essential if

you want a whiff of the Lamoriello Trophy.
The two best teams at
goaltending are Providence
with Gillies and O’Connor of
BU. Despite Gillies incredible
abilities between the posts, he
likely won’t have the help he
needs offensively to outscore
their opponents. Gillies might
give up only two goals a
game, but if his offense can’t
score more than two goals a
game, which they failed to do
on 12 occasions this season,
the Friars won’t stand much
of a chance against their
high-scoring opponents.
O’Connor will lead his
team to the championship
round against Demko and
the Eagles squad, eliminating the River Hawks’ chances at a third consecutive title.
O’Connor is proven and has
the help of his talented defenders and goal-scorers in
front of him. Demko, though
young, has played more minutes than any other goaltender
in Hockey East, gaining him
the experience he needs for
deep title runs.
Look for Boston College
and Jerry York to hoist the
Lamoriello Trophy for the
10th time, upsetting BU in the
Hockey East Tournament.

Celtics will benefit from playoffs
Cody Lachance
Contributor
I’ll admit it, at the beginning of the season, I wanted
the Boston Celtics to go into
complete tank mode. I wanted them to lose all 82 games
this season, in the hopes of
getting another first round
draft pick to add to their arsenal of assets in the hopes of
trading for a franchise player.
But with the season starting to hit the stretch run to
the playoffs, the Celtics find
themselves within the final playoff spot. Should the
Celtics actually try to make a
push for this spot? You better
believe it.
The main reason why I
think they should make a
push for the playoffs is due

to the draft order. The difference between the Celtics
getting the pick assigned to
the eight seed in the playoffs, compared to a team that
barely misses the playoffs is
minimal. It would only be
a few spots down, plus this
draft class does not look to
be deep.
The reason why Celtics
fans should root for their
team to make a playoff run is
because it could pay massive
dividends for this team in the
future. I’m not going to hop
onto the Celtics train and
say they’ll make the Eastern Conference Finals, but I
could see this team sneaking
in the playoffs and giving a
higher seed a run for their
money.
Young players like Mar-

cus Smart, James Young and
newly acquired Isaiah Thomas all could use some playoff
experience that could help
them in future runs. Smart
has shown some flashes of
brilliance this year and he
does look like he will be a
major player going forward
with this team.
Brad Stevens could also
use NBA playoff experience.
The second-year coach is
widely considered a great
coach in the NBA, but has
struggled with a team that
has had constant change over
his brief Celtics career. Now
that it appears Danny Ainge
is slowly putting together a
core of players, it would be
beneficial for Stevens to see
how these players work together in the playoffs.

The Celtics would also
benefit from a decent playoff showing free agency. A
free agent might be lured to
Boston to play with a young
group of talented players,
along with a great coach in
Brad Stevens. It’s definitely
not the location destination
like a Miami or Los Angeles, but a player who wants
to play for a great city could
find a great home in Boston.
I have taken a complete
180 on this team from where
I was at in the fall. I thought
this team should lose, lose
and lose some more. Now I
am cheering for them to win.
By no means is this team
anywhere near ready to compete for a championship, but
experience could pay off in
the future.
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Women’s ice hockey swept

Adams, Tracy
lead track team
Adam Hitchcock
Contributor

Kyah Lucky, Contributor

Morgan Sakundiak has a shot blocked by the UConn defense.

Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
women’s hockey team was
swept by the University of
Connecticut (UConn) Huskies on senior weekend to
round out the regular season.
Maine dropped a heartbreaker in overtime on Friday 2-1
after leading for most of the
game, and on Saturday, were
beaten badly 6-2. After these
games, Maine’s playoff picture was finalized, and they
will face UConn again in the
first round of the Women’s
Hockey East Association
playoffs next weekend.
Black Bears Beaten in
OT Heartbreaker
The Black Bears were
able to control most of the
play on Saturday nights
matchup against the Huskies,
but it was the Huskies who
got the last laugh, scoring in
overtime to steal the game.
The first period was close,
and both teams would get
scoring opportunities right
in front of the goalies, but
Maine third-year netminder
Meghann Treacy and UConn
third-year goaltender Elaine
Chuli were able to keep their
teams in the game with big
time saves. Maine would
outshoot UConn 13-4 in the
period.
Maine would get on the
board in the second period,
just four minutes into the
frame. After gaining entry to
the offensive zone, fourthyear forward Jennifer More
fed the puck to third-year defenseman Kelsey MacSorley,
who took a wrist shot from
the point that was saved by

Chuli. The rebound, however, evaded traffic in front of
the net where it was collected by fourth-year forward
Hailey Browne. Browne
roofed the rebound into the
empty net to give the Black
Bears a 1-0 lead.
Maine took their one goal
lead into the second intermission. The third period was
going Maine’s way until the
final minute when the Huskies pulled Chuli in favor of
the extra skater and potted
the tying goal with only 1:21
remaining in the third
After some sustained
zone pressure as a result of
the man advantage, the Huskies were able to beat Treacy
on a deflection. Fourth-year
defenseman Caitlin Hewes
fed the puck down to fourthyear forward Sarah MacDonnell who took a shot from the
outside of the near circle.
The puck was tipped past
Treacy by fourth-year forward Kayle Campero, who
was screening the net.
Regulation time would
end in a 1-1 tie, and Maine
would head into their second
overtime game in a row at the
Alfond. Maine would get the
better of the chances in the
overtime period, including
a chance on the power play
with three minutes left after
Huskies third-year forward
Margaret Zimmer took a minor penalty for elbowing after she sent Maine third-year
defenseman Brooklyn Langlois to the ice. But Maine
would be unable to convert
on the man advantage, and
the Huskies would strike as
time expired in the overtime
period to give UConn the

win.
“I think honestly its in
our heads,” MacSorley said
about the power play, “We
have to slow ourselves down
and work as a team and do
what we can do. We know
we can do it, we’ve just got
to do it.”
After winning a neutral
zone face off in front of the
Maine bench, the puck split
the defenseman, who were
lined up in an aggressive formation with MacSorley lined
up by the opposite face off
dot. The puck wound up the
the near corner in Maine defensive zone, where Campero was there first to feed
MacDonnell, who chipped
the puck over the shoulder
of Treacy with just 0.6 seconds remaining in overtime
to give UConn the 2-1 win.
Maine would outshoot the
Huskies 41-25 in the game.
Both teams were unable to
score on the power play,
Maine going 0-3 and UConn going 0-1. Both goalies
played well, Treacy stopping
23 shots in the loss, while
Chuli made 40 in the win.
“Another hard fought
game. I think Maine and
UConn…they’re
always
grinding, physical game,”
UConn head coach Chris
Mackenzie said, “It’s a hard
fought game that could have
gone either way. We were
fortunate to get a last second
shot and it went in.”
Maine Handily Defeated
by Huskies
The Sunday game was
much different than the Saturday matchup, as the Huskies dominated play en route
to a 6-2 victory to get the se-

ries sweep. The game began
with a ceremony to honor
Maine’s six seniors; forwards More, Browne, Katy
Massey, and defenseman
Brittany Huneke and Jessica
Hall. Maine’s sixth senior,
forward Tori Pasquariello,
was medically disqualified
from play after concussion
issues during her first-year
season, and has not played
since.
“This class has been
through a lot,” Reichenbach
said on the seniors, “Their
freshman year they had
a very successful season.
They’ve battled and been
through it all… They’ve
done tremendous things for
this program and they’ve
taken it to another level.”
Maine started the game
with the all senior line, but
unlike game one, it was the
Huskies who would dominate. UConn scored at the
halfway mark of the first period on the power play. Black
Bear third-year forward Audra Richards took a penalty
for hooking in her own defensive zone to give the Huskies the man advantage.
After receiving a feed
from her defenseman, MacDonnell took the puck at the
near circle and cut towards
the slot. Her shot was rifled
over the shoulder of Maine
second-year goaltender Mariah Fujimagari to give the
Huskies the lead.
UConn would score again
just two minutes later on the
power play after Maine firstyear forward Brooke Stacey
See Swept on B3

A-Rod attempting comeback
Cody Lachance
Contributor
Growing up, I idolized the
Texas Rangers shortstop wearing number three and hitting
home runs that went to the
moon. Alex Rodriguez was everything that was great about
baseball.
He could do it all: hit for
power and average, run, play
solid defense and he did it all
while playing one of the most
difficult positions in the sport.
What most of us didn’t know
is he also did it all with the
help of performance enhancing drugs (PEDs).
When Alex Rodriguez is
mentioned now, it’s not as a
hero or an idol; it’s as a cheater
and a liar. Ever since the purge
of PEDs from Major League
Baseball since the mid-2000’s,
any player having anything to
do with them has been deemed
an outcast.
So what went wrong? In
other sports, it seems that steroid use is not a big deal at all.
Seattle Seahawks cornerback
Richard Sherman tested positive for PEDs, though he won

his appeal, but that is rarely
brought up about him. People do not dislike him for his
PED use, but instead for his
loud mouth and boisterous attitude. So why is A-Rod such
an outcast in Major League
Baseball?
Baseball has and always
will be a sport built on a sol-

and Cy Young’s 511 career
wins are just a few of the great
historic marks that seem like
they’ll never be broken.
Baseball fans were sick
to their stomach when Barry
Bonds broke Hank Aaron’s
home run record. Why? Because Bonds had been linked
to steroid use, labeling him as

America loves a great sports hero just as
much as they love the villain. Alex
Rodriguez is one of the few men to say
he’s been both.

id foundation of its history.
Within this rich history are
records, records that purists of
the sport believe should never
be broken, and if they are, men
of honor, dignity and respect
should break them.
Records like Joe DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting streak,
Ted Williams hitting .406 as
the last hitter to bat over .400

a lying and cheating player.
Alex Rodriguez appeared
to be the next in line to break
this record eventually. Especially when he was dealt to the
New York Yankees before the
2004 season, putting him in a
strong lineup that would force
pitchers to pitch to him.
But then, it all fell apart.
The allegations started coming

out and before he knew it, Alex
Rodriguez was linked to other
steroid players.
While he did win a ring
during his stint in New York,
he has ultimately become more
of a nuisance than a contributor. Last season he was suspended for the entire year for
not only using PEDs, but for
attempting to cover it up.
Alex Rodriguez fell from
the ranks of near immortality to
forever being labeled a cheater.
I cannot see him doing anything that will change the way
he is viewed both within baseball and outside of it in the eyes
of the fans. And if he does, it’s
going to take a lot more than a
handwritten apology.
It’s amazing how our opinions of a professional athlete
can change over time. In 10
years I went from a kid, playing little league baseball, mimicking Rodriguez in my batting
stance, to now writing an article criticizing him. This is why
we love sports. America loves
a great sports hero just as much
as they love a villain. Alex Rodriguez is one of the few men
to say he’s been both.

The first day of the 201415 America East Indoor
Track Championships kicked
off Friday at the Armory in
New York City. Second-year
pentathlete Grace MacLean
was a bright spot for the
Black Bears, placing third
in the women’s pentathlon.
MacLean was able to compete in both the 60-meter
hurdles and the long jump,
while placing second in the
high jump. She finished with
a total score of 3,416 and a
third place finish.
This was also a significant event, because her
score moved her into fifth
all-time on Maine’s indoor
track and field scoring list.
On the men’s side, fourthyear thrower Wilson Adams
highlighted the day with
a third place finish in the
weight throw thanks to a
61’09.50” toss. The Championships continued on Saturday in New York, with
both the men and women
entering the day in eighth
and seventh respectively. On
the men’s side, fourth-year
sprinter Joseph Viola took
home third in the 400-meter
dash with a time of 49.45.
Other notable individual finishes for the men included
second-year distance runner
Levi Frye placing fifth in the
mile at 4:17.45, and thirdyear jumper Tyler Martin
also placed fifth in the high
jump clearing 6’06.25”. The
4x800 meter relay team of
Frye, fourth-year sprinter
Darryl Wilkinson, third-

Anderson
from B1

“Down in Portland I would
just sit there and watch,” Anderson said. “There were plenty of teams growing up that
had people that I thought were
great.”
Anderson’s attitude towards team basketball stems
from her time watching those
games from a young age and
seeing teams that played together succeed.
“I liked watching the game
and understanding the game.
It was never just one player,”
Anderson said. “Those weeks
spent at the Augusta Civic
Center were definitely part of
it and just my family background too.”
The Anderson family is
big on athletics, with Anderson’s younger sister Kristen
playing for rival University of
New Hampshire (UNH). Their
mother played basketball for
the University of Southern
Maine and their father played
football for Norwich University.
When the younger Anderson sister was looking at
schools, her family was supportive of her choice, even if it
meant going to a rival school
“Did I want to play with
my sister again? Of course,”
Anderson said. “But I wanted
her to go to a place where she
was happy.”
“I am a UNH women’s basketball fan on every day of the
week besides the one we play
them,” Anderson confessed.
“I know I said UNH women’s basketball, but UNH nothing else,” she clarified. “Just
women’s basketball.”
Brighter days
In the second half of Anderson’s time at UMaine, the
women’s basketball team has
seen a stark contrast in results.
The Black Bears are sitting
atop the America East and
playing with a confidence that
they haven’t before.
“I think a lot of experience
plays into it,” Anderson said.
“We’ve been together for three
years now, at least the majority of us. Eight of us have been
together for three years now so

year distance runner Thomas
Salamone and second-year
distance runner Justin Tracy
placed fifth at 7:55.32. The
Maine men finished eighth
at the America East Championships with a total score
of 43.33 points. The University of Albany men won the
America East Championship
with a score of 191 points.
On the women’s side, the
relay teams were the bright
spots of the meet. The 4x400
meter relay team of second-year athlete Teal Jackson, first-year mid-distance
runner Grace Macura, firstyear sprinter Kaitlin Saulter
and third-year mid-distance
runner Shannon O’Neil
placed sixth in a time of
3:58.20. The 4x800 meter
relay team of second-year
mid-distance runner Kelsey
Maxim,
second-year
mid-distance runner Ahlin Sungsuwan, fourthyear mid-distance runner
Mary Scanlan and first-year
mid-distance runner Mackenzie Joy placed seventh
with a time of 9:56.98.
Grace MacLean had another
good finish, this time in the
high jump, ending up in a
tie for eighth place clearing
5’30.00”. The Maine women
finished eighth with a team
score of 19.33 points, while
Albany completed the sweep
at the America East Championships with a competing
score of 197.66 points. The
University of Maine Indoor
Track and Field teams will
be competing at the New England Indoor Championships
in Boston, Massachusetts on
Feb. 27 & 28.
that’s a huge piece of it.”
A major turning point for
Anderson was a talk she had
with Coach Barron on the bus
coming back from a tough
road loss. The conversation
changed the way she looked at
basketball and her life.
“He used to call people
up to the front of the bus and
it was really the turning point
in me starting to hold people
accountable and things of that
nature,” Anderson said. “He
just asked me, ‘What do you
believe in that you would stand
up for no matter what?”
“That to me was one of
one of the strongest questions
when I was moving into my
faith and my love of God and
even my teammates,” she continued. “Taking that question
within the basketball realm
and then the outside world, it
really changed me.”
Barron, a fiery competitor,
means a lot more to Anderson
and the team than his passionate exterior.
“To us, he has a strong attitude about making us the best
people that we can be and the
best students we can be, the
best basketball players we can
be,” Anderson said. “Obviously that’s his job but he takes so
much pride in just loving us
and making us the best people
we can be.”
Courtney
Anderson
Night
Thursday Feb. 26 is Senior
Night for the team, but with
Anderson the last standing senior, Coach Barron has dubbed
it “Courtney Anderson Night.”
Anderson, an elementary education major, is looking to become a coach in the future. She
was recently accepted into the
“So You Want To Be A Coach”
program that helps develop
collegiate basketball players to
be future coaches.
“I knew it coming in,” Anderson said. “I’ve known it for
a while. You can get a degree
in anything, but you can’t get
a degree in coaching so the
teaching degree kind of goes
hand in hand with coaching.”
With the ending of the season and graduation looming, it
looks like Anderson won’t be
away from the hardwood for
long.
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MEN’S ICE HOCKEY SCORES
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UMass Amherst
Providence
UNH
UConn
Merrimack
UVM
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BU
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WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY SCORES
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GAMES

HE RECORD

OVERALL

13-4-3

19-6-5

11-6-3

18-10-3

10-7-3

17-10-5

9-6-5

14-15-5

11-8-1

19-11-2

10-8-2

15-12-4

10-8-2

18-11-3

8-10-2

13-18-3

8-11-1

13-17-2

Friday, Feb. 27

6-11-4

9-17-7

5-12-3

14-14-4

5-15-1

10-20-2

Men’s and women’s track
& field
vs. New England Championships
12 p.m.

HE RECORD

OVERALL

20-0-1

30-1-2

15-5-1

21-8-3

10-8-2

11-15-5

9-10-1

10-17-3

6-12-2

9-20-3

4-11-5

8-17-8

5-14-1

6-22-4

5-14-1

14-17-2

BU
Boston College
UMass Lowell
Notre Dame
Providence
Northeastern
UVM
Maine
UNH
UConn
Merrimack
UMass Amherst

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

UPCOMING

Boston College
BU
Northeastern
Maine
UNH
UConn
Providence
UVM

2
2

Wednesday, Feb. 25
Men’s Basketball
vs. Hartford
7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 26
Women’s Basketball
vs. UMBC
7 p.m.

Men’s swimming and
diving
at ECAC Championships
Softball
vs. Middle Tenn.
11:15
Baseball
vs. St. Bonaventure
2:30 p.m.
Men’s ice hockey
at Providence
7 p.m.
Women’s ice hockey
vs. TBA
7 p.m.

3
2

Friday, Feb. 28
Men’s and women’s track
& field
vs. New England Championships
12 p.m.

MEN’S BASKETBALL SCORES
1/17

Albany
Stony Brook
Hartford
UMBC
1/18 Binghamton
UVM
1.20 Albany
Hartford

56 1/21
59
55
52

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
UMass Lowell
UNH
Stony Brook
Binghamton

60

1

76

2

64

3

52

4

57

5

55

6

70

7

64

8
9

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCORES
1/18

Stony Brook
UMass Lowell
UNH
Hartford
Albany
UMBC
1/21 UMass Lowell
UNH

62

1

36

2

55

3

50

4

84

5

68

6

70

7

65

8
9

THE BIG TIME
Chris Bosh has been ruled
out for the season with
blood clots in his lungs.

Sources say Kendrick Perkins will join the Cleveland
Cavaliers after his contract is
bought out by the Utah Jazz.

OVERALL

13-1

19-8

11-3

16-11

10-4

19-10

10-4

17-10

6-8

13-14

6-9

12-16

4-11

5-25

2-12

4-23

2-12

3-24

AE RECORD

OVERALL

13-1

21-6

12-1

19-7

8-5

15-11

7-6

13-14

8-7

16-11

6-9

12-15

4-9

9-17

2-12

5-21

Thursday, Feb. 26

2-12

4-23

Women’s Baskertball

Albany
UVM
Stony Brook
UNH
Hartford
UMass Lowell
Binghamton
UMBC
Maine

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Maine
Albany
Stony Brook
Hartford
UNH
UMass Lowell
UMBC
UVM
Binghamton

The Boston Red Sox extended the contract of head coach
John Farrell by two years,
locking him up through the
2017 season with a club option for 2018.

Softball
Georgia Southern
10 a.m.
Baseball
vs. St. Bonaventure
1 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
at UNH
1 p.m.
Men’s ice hockey
at Providence
7 p.m.
Women’s ice hockey
vs. TBA
7 p.m.

AROUND THE
CONFERENCE

Hartford vs. Albany
7 p.m.

Highlights from last week’s professional action
Boston Celtics’ forward Jared Sulinger has been ruled
out for the rest of the season
with a left metatarsal stress
fracture.

Men’s swimming and
diving
at ECAC Championships

AE RECORD

Dallas Cowboys’ linebacker
Rolando McClain is facing
a four-game fine to begin
the 2015 season for violating the NFL’s substance
abuse policy.

UVM vs. UMass Lowell
7 p.m.
Binghamton vs. Stony
Brook
7 p.m.
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Winners and
losers of NBA
trade deadline
Cody Lachance
Contributor
Now that the NBA trade
deadline has come and gone
there are, as always, winners and losers. While some
experts say nothing that
happened on Thursday really altered this years chase
for a championship, that
is not the case. There are
three teams that drastically
improved their chances at
hoisting the Larry O’Brien
trophy in June.
The Oklahoma City
Thunder had perhaps the
best day of anyone in the
NBA. They traded a disgruntled Reggie Jackson to
Detroit for DJ Augustin and
Kyle Singler, which adds
significant depth to their
bench. Then they traded an
aging Kendrick Perkins for
a young, productive Enes
Kanter, who will provide
some extra scoring from the
center position.
Perhaps the best trades
that happened for the Thunder were actually trades the
Phoenix Suns made. Phoenix, who entering the deadline occupied the eighth and
final playoff spot, ahead of
the Thunder. The Suns traded away last year’s All-NBA
third team point guard Goran Dragic to the heat for essentially Danny Granger and
draft picks. This wouldn’t
have been that big of a loss
because of their incredible
depth at point guard, but
they turned around and traded Isaiah Thomas to Boston,
essentially saying that being
eighth isn’t going to benefit
us, so let’s get rid of some
pieces to get better for next
year and handing OKC the
final playoff spot.
The Portland Trail Blazers made one of the first
moves on deadline day,
trading picks to the Denver
Nuggets for Arron Afflalo.
This is a subtle move, but
out in the loaded Western
Conference, anything you
can do to improve is a necessity when a legitimate
case can be made for all
eight playoff teams to win
the championship.
The Cleveland Cava-
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liers were also huge winners, and they didn’t even
make a trade. The Jazz
bought out the contract of
newly-acquired Kendrick
Perkins, who then signed
with the Cavs, giving them
some very valuable big man
depth, and some much needed toughness heading into
the playoffs. The Cleveland
Cavaliers will be a team
no one wants to face in the
playoffs, and with the addition of Perkins, could be the
favorites to win it all.
A team that really doesn’t
know if it won or lost is the
Miami Heat. They definitely improved right now by
getting Goran Dragic from
the Suns, there is no denying that. However, Pat Riley
made this move to try and
maybe make a run this year,
but news has come out that
Chris Bosh will miss the remainder of the season due to
blood clots in his lungs. That
along with Dwyane Wade’s
health, and the Heat will be
lucky to make the playoffs.
On top of that, Dragic could
walk this summer in free
agency. This team could be
very good moving forward,
or Dragic could walk and
they are right back where
they started.
The clear losers from
the deadline are the Philadelphia 76ers fans. They
has almost nothing to root
for anyway, and now Sam
Hinkie has traded away the
reigning Rookie of the Year
in Michael Carter-Williams.
The fans of the 76ers deserve much better than what
Sam Hinkie has given them.
He keeps pushing this “rebuild” back further and further, with no goal in sight.
I can’t see one player on
this team becoming a guy
who can lead a team into
the playoffs, let alone to a
championship. Philly fans
are in for a long, hard, cold
road back to relevance, and
now they have to do it without their best young player
in MCW.
The NBA saw a wild day
of wheeling and dealing,
and we the fans are in for
a good treat the rest of the
way.

Basketball
from B1

town.
Maine was without one
of their best all around players in Shaun Lawton who
was sick with the flu. Maine
could have used him as they
were out rebounded 34-26
on the glass and had no fast
break points on the night.
Gloger did all he could for
the Black Bears, finishing
one rebound shy of a double-double, scoring 23 points
to go with nine rebounds. He
also single-handedly kept
the River Hawks out of the
paint with his aggressive defense down low.
Second-year guard Troy
Reid-Knight was impressive
for the Black Bears, playing
every minute of the game
and showing off his ability
to make things happen. Reid-Knight scored 11 points,
while hauling in eight rebounds and getting two
steals.

Hockey
from B1

la, who five-holed Black
Bears first-year netminder
Sean Romeo, who replaced
Morris in the first period after Aston-Reese tallied the
Huskies fourth goal.
“We gave up too many
odd man rushes, and you
can’t do that in Hockey East
play,” third-year defender
Ben Hutton said.
Second-year
center
Cam Brown had a breakaway opportunity thwarted
by Northeastern’s thirdyear wing Kevin Roy, who
tracked down Brown and
poked the puck away at the
end of the period to save a
goal for the Huskies.
Maine battled back after
trailing 5-1 into the third period to tally three goals.
The first came on a slap
shot by Hutton early in the
period. First-year forward
Cedric Lacroix whacked at
a puck in front of the net
that deflected off of Witt’s
blocker and out into the high
slot. Hutton skated in off of
a line change and clapped
the puck in to cut the Huskies lead down to 5-2.
Sikura would respond
with his second goal of the
game just over thirty seconds later. Skating into the
slot, Stevens sent a pass
from the corner to Sikura,
who wristed a shot top shelf
over the outreaching arm of
Romeo, connecting with the
crossbar and into the back of
the goal to increase the Huskies lead to 6-2.
“When he gets the time
and space in front of the net,
you saw what he can do,”
Madigan said of Sikura.
Lacroix and Morgan
would both tally a goal before the end of the period.
Morgan’s goal came with
an extra-attacker for Maine
with just under 90 seconds
remaining.
“I thought our intensity
was low and we didn’t execute,” Lacroix said.
Maine outshot Northeastern 28 to 26 in the contest,
but couldn’t convert any of
their four power play opportunities, and were out-hustled to a 6-4 loss.
Black Bears bounce
back
First-year forward Nolan
Vesey and third-year captain Devin Shore combined
for five goals and two assists, lifting the Bears over

Little shines in loss
The Maine Black Bears
were back on the road again
on Saturday for a game in
Baltimore, Maryland against
the UMBC Retrievers. Both
teams entered the contest
with identical records of
3-23. UMBC barely outlasted Maine in the final minutes
73-66 improving to 4-23 on
the season, as Maine drops
to 3-24.
Maine and UMBC were
going back and forth all
game, trading baskets at
similar rates throughout the
entire contest. The Black
Bears arguably played their
best half of the season in the
first half of this game, shooting 50 percent from the field
and causing seven UMBC
turnovers on the defensive
end. This sent Maine into the
halftime break up 35-31.
Unfortunately for Maine,
UMBC was also on fire from
the field and changed their
defense in the second half.
UMBC started playing man

defense instead of their zone,
which the Black Bears were
carving up in the first half.
This caused Maine to shoot
just 30 percent in the second
half. The Retrievers ended up shooting 50 percent
from the field for the entire
game, to go along with 19
of 21 from the charity stripe.
Every starter scored in double digits for the Retrievers.
All four of UMBC’s victories this season have come
when shooting 50 percent or
above.
Third-year forward Cody
Joyce led the way for the
Retrievers on Saturday with
16 points and four rebounds.
Joyce was their go-to guy,
whenever they needed a
basket down the stretch they
kept feeding him in the low
post. Second-year guard
Will Darley and first-year
guard Malcom Brent played
well for the Retrievers, chipping in 15 points each respectively.
Maine’s first-year guard
Kevin Little continues to

show a lot of promise as he
went off for 22 points, four
assists and three rebounds.
His offensive skill set was
on full display in this game,
showing how diverse of a
scorer he is. Little dialed in
four times out of six from
downtown on Saturday, and
was getting to the hole and
finishing consistently. He
showed his quickness driving to the lane, drawing attention from other defenders
and allowing him to create
plays for his teammates.
Third-year forward Till
Gloger had another stellar
performance for the Black
Bears, scoring 18 points on
seven of 16 shooting, with
eight rebounds and two
steals.
Maine gets the University of Hartford next at home
who they beat last time they
met in Hartford, Connecticut earlier in the season by a
score of 70-61. The game is
at 7 p.m. on Feb. 25 in Bangor at the Cross Insurance
Center.

the Huskies on senior night
by a score of 6-3 Saturday
night at Alfond Arena. Vesey notched a hat trick while
Shore added two goals and
a pair of assists, tallying the
100th point of his career as
a Black Bear in the second
period to help Maine outlast
their conference opponent.
The last home game of
the season honored Maine’s
seniors, Connor Leen, Jake
Rutt, Andrew Cerretani and
Stu Higgins. All four seniors
graciously thanked their
teammates, coaches, professors, fans and others that
have helped them throughout their four-year journeys
at the University of Maine.
“They definitely deserve
it. You always want to play
for each other, your entire
team, but tonight we wanted
to give that little extra effort
for them, and we’re happy

out to Sikura at the right faceoff circle, who clapped
the puck in backdoor on
Black Bears second-year
goaltender Matt Morris to
knot the score at 1-1.
Fourth-year
forward
Connor Leen tallied a goal
on his senior night in response to give Maine a 2-1
lead before the end of the
period. Second-year defender Eric Schurhamer stole the
puck in the neutral zone and
skated up ice, finding Leen
as he cut across the slot to
the right faceoff circle. Leen
received the pass and sent a
wrist shot that deflected off
the arm of Roy and into the
net for a 2-1 Maine advantage.
Maine built on its lead in
the middle period, and never
relinquished the lead.
Moving into the offensive zone, Shore skated into

goal lead entering the final
period. Second-year center
Cam Brown tracked down
a puck from behind the net
and cycled it to Swavely
along the boards. Swavely skipped a pass to Rutt,
who found Shore open at
the point. Shore winded up
and sent a rocket that found
twine, increasing the Maine
lead to 4-2.
“We just couldn’t get that
equalizer goal,” Madigan
said.
Schurhamer set up the
Black Bears next goal, assisting Vesey on his third
goal of the night to complete
the hat trick.
Schurhamer received the
puck at the point and sent
a slap shot on net. Vesey
was down low in the crease
and deflected the puck with
his stick under the arm of
Roy and in the net for a 5-2
Maine lead.
The Black Bears gave
up an easy goal with just
over six minutes remaining
in the contest, but it wasn’t
enough for the Huskies to
crawl back into it.
Second-year
center
Dalen Hedges found firstyear defender Garret Cockerill at the point, who wristed a shot through traffic and
by Morris to inch closer at
5-3.
With an empty net, Shore
skated down ice protecting
the puck with a Huskies
defender draped all over
him. Shore shook off the
defender and skated to the
open net, poking the puck
in from inches away to end
any comeback opportunity
by Northeastern, ending the
contest 6-3.
“We played great for all
three periods. We played
physical, we played hard,
we won battles. All the stuff
we were hoping to do last
night, we did tonight, we got
exactly the result we were
after,” Maine head coach
Red Gendron said.
“Our turning point was
the attitude and intensity
that our players came out
with to play today.”
Maine returns to action
next weekend for their last
series of the regular season
against Providence College.
Battling for eighth place in
Hockey East, Maine will
need to win both games to
lock themselves in for a series at home in the Hockey
East tournament. Puck drop
is scheduled Friday night for
7 p.m.

“We played great for all three periods. We
played physical, we played hard, we won
battles. All the stuff we were hoping to do
last night, we did tonight, we got exactly
the result we were after.”
Red Gendron
University of Maine men’s ice hockey head coach
we got the win for them,”
Shore said of his fourth-year
teammates.
Maine controlled the
pace from the beginning,
coming out aggressive in
the first period and holding
the puck in the Huskies end
until they found the back of
the net for the first score of
the game.
Shore received a pass just
left of the crease from thirdyear forward Steven Swavely and chipped the puck to
first-year wing Nolan Vesey
in front of the crease. Huskies starting second-year
netminder Derick Roy lost
vision of the puck, and Vesey snapped the puck into
the back of the net with ease
to give Maine a 1-0 lead.
“We came out better,
had better intensity and
stuck with the game plan all
night,” Vesey said.
Northeastern responded
on a goal from first-year
wing Dylan Sikura, his third
of the weekend. Third-year
defender Dustin Darou
ripped a slap shot from the
point that deflected off the
legs of a Maine defender in
the slot. Second-year center
John Stevens poked the puck

the slot and ripped a shot
that rebounded off of Roy’s
blocker and back into play.
Battling down low for position again was Vesey, who
chipped the puck over Roy’s
outreached arm for a 3-1
Maine lead.
“I don’t think we defended consistently at our net,”
Huskies head coach Jim
Madigan said.
“We could have done a
better job. When you’re defending a net, it’s not just
your defenseman, it’s your
group of five, and we need
to do a better job out there.”
Northeastern responded
and diminished the Black
Bears momentum just nine
seconds later.
Off the ensuing faceoff,
fourth-year defender Dax
Lauwers and third-year
wing Mike McMurtry took
off toward the Black Bears
net on a 2-on-1 with a Maine
defender. McMurtry faked a
pass across the slot to Lauwers, and instead wristed
a shot of his own over the
shoulder of Morris to cut the
Maine lead down to 3-2.
Shore found the back of
the net on a ripper from the
point to give Maine a two-
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was called for tripping. The
Huskies would establish a
cycle in the offensive zone,
moving the puck along the
blue line. Hewes shot the
puck from the top of the slot,
where it deflected off the
skated of Maine second-year
defenseman Kristin Gilmour
right in front of the net, and
the deflection went five-hole
on Fujimagari who was moving across the crease.
Huskies would increase
the lead to 3-0 when a turnover by the Black Bears in
their own defensive zone
gave Huskies first-year forward Theresa Knutson a
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point blank shot on goal from
below the dot. Her shot beat
Fujimagari stick side low as
Knutson fell to the ice. Upon
would take the 3-0 lead into
the first period.
The intermission did not
help the Black Bears, as they
would give up the first goal
of the second as well. After
playing well for the first 12
minutes, there was a scrum
in front of the Maine net after Fujimagari had made the
initial save on a shot from
Hewes. Huskies fourth-year
forward emily Snodgrass
found the loose puck in the
crease and tapped it into the
net for the 4-0 UConn lead.
For Snodgrass, it was her
team leading 15th goal of the
season.

“We really never got
down at any point,” Maine
fourth-year forward Katy
Massey said, “We had three
goals scored on us pretty
quickly but we didn’t let that
dampen our spirits.”
Maine would answer to
cut the lead to three on the
power play. Richards fed the
puck to Huneke who was
at the top of the slot to begin the play. Huneke found
second-year forward Emilie
Brigham down low below
the dot. Brigham turned towards the gap land fired a
shot that barely beat Chuli
five-hole to make the score
4-1.
Not to be outdone, the
Huskies would score in the
final minute of the second

period to maintain their four
goal lead. After Richards
took another minor, this
time for tripping, UConn
attacked the Maine zone on
an odd man rush, allowing
fourth-year Rebecca Fleming to break in on net from
the near side. She took a shot
at the right dot that went top
shelf over the shoulder of
Fujimagari to increase the
UConn lead to 5-1.
Maine would play a solid
third period, tallying a goal at
14:47 mark. After a shot by
Huneke was stopped by Chuli, the rebound was chopped
towards goal by Richards,
who was also denied. After
Richards’ shot, there was a
scramble in front of the net
where Maine third-year for-

ward Jillian Langtry found
the puck and poked it in the
net to cut the deficit to 5-2.
UConn would get the
last laugh in the final two
minutes of play when second-year defenseman Jessica
Stott fired a shot on the rush
over the shoulder of Maine
third string goaltender Natalie Robinson, who played
the third period.
Special teams really powered the Huskies to the win,
as they would go 3-5 on the
man advantage, while Maine
was only able to capitalize
once on three chances. UConn barely outshot Maine 2725. Chuli had another outstanding game in net for the
Huskies, making 22 saves for
her sixth win of the year. Fu-

jimagari would be the goaltender of record, playing the
first two periods and making
13 saves. Robinson would
see her first playing time all
year, making eight saves in
the final frame.
The Black Bears will finish the regular season with
a record of 10-18-3 (9-111 WHEA) which will earn
them the fourth spot in the
conference. The Huskies
will finish the season in fifth
place with a record of 9-178 (5-11-5 WHEA). Maine
will return to the Alfond next
weekend to host a Hockey
East home playoff series for
the first time in the women’s
program history against the
Huskies at the Alfond. The
three game series begins Fri-
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